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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Implications of Three-Dimensional Urban Heating on Fluid Flow and
Dispersion

by

Negin Nazarian
Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering Sciences (Mechanical Engineering)
University of California, San Diego, 2015
Professor Jan P. Kleissl, Chair
Professor Daniel Tartakovsky, Co-Chair

As urbanization progresses, microclimate modifications are also aggravated,
and more comprehensive and advanced methods are required to analyze the increasing
environmental concerns. Among various factors that alter urban environments from
undisturbed climates, street level air pollution due to vehicular exhausts is of major
concern and is significantly affected by atmospheric motion and stability. Thermal
forcing is shown to play an important role in determining flow patterns and pollutant
dispersion in built environments, yet numerical studies of dispersion at microscale in
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urban areas are limited to simplified and uniform thermal conditions and the analyses
on the effect of realistic surface heating are scarce.
To address this shortcoming, a detailed indoor-outdoor building energy model
is employed to compute heat fluxes from street and building surfaces, which are then
used as boundary condition for a Large-Eddy Simulation model. In comparison with
previous studies, our model considers the transient non-uniform surface heating caused
by solar insolation and inter-building shadowing, while coupling the indoor-outdoor
heat transfer, flow field and passive pollution dispersion. Series of fluid flow and
thermal field simulations are then performed for an idealized, compact mid-rise urban
environment, and the pollution dispersion as well as turbulent exchange behavior in and
above buildings are investigated. Additionally, a potentially universal characterization
method of the flow field under realistic surface heating is evaluated, which aims
of expand the results into a wider range of scenarios and investigate the potential
correlations for various parameters of interest.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
In modern societies, cities are the hubs for technology, culture, economy and
politics, and urbanization is seen as the solution for resource efficiency and financial
growth. As a result, the global trend in urbanization is experiencing the largest boom
in history. According to the 2014 World Urbanization Prospects [1], more than 78%
of the population in developed countries already lives in urban areas. The rest of
the world is catching up, and by 2050, over two-thirds of the world population is
expected to live in cities. The projected distribution of urban population for year
2030 in contrast with year 1990 (Figure 1.1) also indicates that the urbanization trend
is seen for both developed and developing countries.
The global trend in urbanization significantly impacts climate in various ways [2–
4]. The most important anthropogenic factors are attributed to land-use modification,
emissions of greenhouse gasses, alternation of radiation balance, and wind sheltering
within the street canyons [5]. Additionally, the contrast between the urban and
undisturbed climates is enhanced by the input of anthropogenic heat, moisture, and
noise into the atmosphere by human activities [6].

1
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Figure 1.1: Percentage of urban area and city population at year 1990 and the projected
distributions for year 2030. Maps are adopted from the World Urbanization Prospect, the
2014 revision [1].

Major Environmental Challenges - Climate modifications cause a wide
scope of environmental challenges occurring over a wide range of spatial scales [8].
Urban heat island (UHI) [5], which develops when urban cooling rates are slower than
rural ones, is one phenomenon that becomes prevalent with urbanization and affects
climate in multiple scales. In the pedestrian level (microscale), the increase in UHI
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intensity exposes the city dwellers to discomfort and human health issues and leads to
higher energy demand for cooling of individual buildings. Additionally, the population
increase combined with wind sheltering in street canyons gives rise to urban air quality
concerns in the street scale. At larger scales (neighbourhood and city scales), UHI
and the modified topography affect the flow field and alter precipitation patterns,
increasing the possibility of extreme weather events and ultimately generating the
global effects on climate and climate change.
Why Urban Microclimatology? The key importance of urban microclimatology lies in understanding the pedestrian-/street-scale phenomena and processes. In
case of major city expansion, urban redevelopment, or new town design, the science of
urban climate can be used as the guideline for planners and architects to achieve the
design that is in harmony with the environment. In already existing cities, on the other
hand, the microclimate analysis can propose mitigation strategies for human comfort
and air quality concerns. Furthermore, the significance of microclimate analysis does
not end at the microscale. In larger scales of interest, such as meso-scale modeling of
urban environments, detailed and accurate understanding of microscale is required for
parametrization of street-scale processes.
It is important to expand the scientific knowledge of urban climate change,
but one should not forget the purpose and public concern to which they respond.
After addressing this question “how does urban design interact with microclimate,
human health, and ultimately global climate change?”, another comes to mind: ”how,
and to what extent, can the urban analysis be applied to decision-making on urban
design policies?” Answering these questions is what eventually leads to a holistic urban
climate analysis, achieving a science-based foundation for urban design policies (such
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as zoning, emission level, and air-conditioning regulations) and remaining focused on
what ultimately matters: people.

1.1

Objectives, Novelty of the Research and Outline
With the rise in urbanization and ensuing environmental concerns, it is evident

that more sophisticated and comprehensive methods of urban analysis are needed.
Thus in this thesis, we aim to expand the understanding of urban microclimatology
by addressing the following topics:
• Thermal Effects of Urban Characteristics and Surface Materials: Evaluating the
relative importance of various design parameters, such as urban density, surface
materials, and local weather conditions on the temperature and energy balance
of urban facets,
• Flow Field and Building Canyon Ventilation: Investigating the mean flow and
turbulence statistics under realistic surface heating, as well as distribution of
local convective heat transfer coefficients and 3-dimensional air exchange rate
from urban streets,
• Pollutant Dispersion: Examining the effect of surface heating on pollutant
distribution in the street canyon, and investigating the rate of pollution removal
from street canyons that further quantifies the city breathability,
• Turbulent transfer : Understanding the modification of turbulent structures due
to the realistic surface heating, and mechanisms involved in turbulence exchange
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of momentum, heat, and pollutants.
In addition to these objectives, a potentially universal characterization method of
the flow field under realistic surface heating is evaluated. The aim of this analysis is
to expand the results into a wider range of scenarios and investigate the potential
correlations for various parameters of interest.
The novelty of this research lies in three aspects. 1) Comprehensiveness: the
following study constitutes an example of comprehensive methodology that considers
the impact of surface heating on pedestrian wind flow, thermal stresses, air quality, and
building energy consumption. Accordingly, the boundary conditions of the numerical
model are chosen carefully to incorporate the heat transfer due to indoor/outdoor
energy balance, realistic wind and temperature profiles, and heat transfer from the
soil layers. 2) Realistic representation: the effect of 3-D non-uniform and transient
heating of urban surfaces is evaluated. Additionally, the results are done for a 3-D
configuration of urban environment, which is a closer representation of American cities,
or residential/industrial zones as opposed to 2-D street canyons. The configuration
used is in the range of open low-rise to compact mid-rise classification zone with
low vegetation. 3) Advanced numerical modeling: Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is
employed and demonstrated as a superior method compared to the Unsteady ReynoldsAveraged Navier Stokes (URANS) and Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) models when
validated against experimental data. LES modeling allows a detailed evaluation of
turbulent exchange in the building roughness sublayer and inertial layer that is not
possible using URANS and DES methods.
The following report is outlined as follows. The relevant theory of urban
microclimatology and research methods are described in section 2. The research
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objectives are addressed through a series of numerical fluid flow, heat transfer, and
pollutant dispersion simulations of idealized urban environments. In all simulations
unsteady simulations are forced with the realistic thermal forcing that is caused by
solar insolation and inter-building shadowing. Chapter 3 investigates the diurnal
cycle of urban thermal environment and the relative importance of urban design
parameters, such as urban density, wind direction and speed, and surface albedo. For
the flow analysis, simulations at different times of day are performed using Large
Eddy Simulation (LES) and mean flow and turbulence statistics are investigated as
determinants for urban canyon ventilation in Chapter 4. Additionally, the differential
surface heating of the building canyon is parameterized using sets of horizontal and
vertical Richardson numbers, indicating atmospheric instability and solar tilt with
respect to the wind direction, respectively. The validity of this characterization method
is further investigated and the results are extended to the pollutant dispersion in
the street canyon in Chapter 5. Additionally, the modification of coherent structures
under realistic surface heating is analyzed, and the correlation with the proposed
characterizaztion method is evaluated. Concluding remarks are are made in Chapter
6.
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Chapter 2
Background and Theory

2.1

Atmospheric Boundary Layer: Characteristics
and Structure
The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is the layer of troposphere closest to the

earth surface that directly responds to surface forcings (such as friction and heat fluxes)
within the time scale of an hour [1]. ABL depth ranges from 100 meters to several
kilometers, and is characterized by the diurnal components (diurnal and nocturnal
variation of surface heat fluxes), complex terrain morphology (surface elements such
as hills, forests and built environment), and larger weather events (prevailing winds;
clouds and precipitation). Turbulence governs the ABL dynamics and microphysics,
and is mostly driven by wind shear. Additionally, the temperature gradients due to
the surface heat flux can either enhance or suppress the ABL turbulence.
The vertical structure of the ABL is briefly outlined here. Figure 2.1 illustrates a
typical diurnal evolution of the atmospheric boundary layer over land under clear skies.
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Figure 2.1: Typical diurnal evolution of the atmospheric boundary layer under a high
pressure system. Adopted from Stull 1988 [1]

Analogous to the wall boundary layer, ABL can be divided into the surface (inner)
layer, and the outer region in which the turbulence is assumed to be independent of
surface roughness. The outer layer is then divided into convective mixed layer (CBL)
formed due to the solar heating during daytime, and the stable (nocturnal) boundary
layer (SBL) mainly due to the radiative cooling (Figure 2.1). It is worth mentioning
that nocturnal boundary layer may also be convective when cold air advects over a
warm surface.
The surface layer above a rough surface usually covers the lowest 10% of the
ABL and can be further divided into an inertial sublayer and a roughness sublayer [2].
The inertial sublayer is the region where the flow is not influenced by single roughness
elements and fluxes are nearly constant with height, hence, it is also called the constant
flux layer. On the contrary, within the roughness sublayer, time averaged turbulence
statistics and flux densities are vertically and horizontally inhomogeneous, and local
horizontal transports are not negligible. In the present work, we focus on processes in
the surface layer (urban boundary layer) and specifically on its roughness sublayer
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that is the focus of urban microclimatology.

2.2

Urban Physics
Urban microclimatology is a well-established field of study and incorporates

branches of physics, aerodynamics, meteorology, chemistry, and statistics. To aid
discussion, the present chapter outlines the fundamental concepts of Urban Physics,
as well as research methods and literature that are relevant to the scope of this work.

2.2.1

Scale of Interest
An appreciation of spatial scale is key to the understanding of meteorology

and urban climate. Meteorological phenomena occur over a wide range of space and
time scales, commonly classified into three categories of micro, meso and macro scales,
summarized in Table 2.1. The phenomena occurring in these scales are interrelated
and each scale incorporates several sub-scales depending on the physical processes of
interest.
Table 2.1: Time and space scales of atmospheric motion.

Scale
Micro
Meso
Macro (Synoptic)
Macro (Planetary)

Space
Time
Meters
Seconds - Minutes
Kilometers
Seconds - Hours
100 - 1000 km
Days
>1000 km (global)
Days - Weeks

Phenomena, such as turbulence, with time and space scales smaller than
about 3km and 1hr are classified as microscale. Additionally, in the context of urban
microclimatology, Britter and Hanna [3] further defined horizontal scales as follows.
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• Street scale with phenomena in order of 10-100 m: detailed dispersion, flow and
turbulence exchange within street canyons are analyzed to address the horizontal
and vertical inhomogeneities in the building roughness sublayer.
• Neighbourhood scale with spatial order of 100-1000 m: repetitive horizontal
inhomogeneities at the street scale are filtered out which allows many simplifications, but requires parameterizations of underlying urban roughness and canopy
sublayer.
• City and regional scale in order of 1-20 km: the modification of the entire
boundary layer (mixed layer) due to the presence of urban area is analyzed, and
detailed processes in the urban roughness sublayer are not of central importance
anymore.
Analysis done in each scale responds to different concerns in urban climatology.
Accordingly, depending on the scale of interest, certain processes may be neglected,
parametrized, or directly solved in a model. In the present study, we focus on the
street scale, which can be particularly of interest for urban dwellers, architects, urban
planners and advocates for improving air quality in urban areas.

2.2.2

Research Methods
Studies of the urban climate have been conducted for over 150 years, dating

back to the first observations of temperature elevation in big cities such as London
and Paris [4]. Since then, much research are done in Urban climatology using three
main research methods: field measurements, wind tunnel experiments and numerical
simulations based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). The importance and
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challenges of each method are described here, and few examples of significant works
in the street-scale climate are mentioned.

Field measurements
The real complexity of the urban climate can only be represented with field
experiments. Therefore, if conducted accurately and for a sufficiently long period, field
measurements are invaluable to the understanding of atmospheric flow and are used to
validate the wind tunnel measurements and numerical models. Major flow observations
and measurement campaigns that analyzed the distribution of air temperature and
wind velocity in the building roughness sublayer are Nakamura and Oke [5], Voogt and
Grimmond [6], Kanda et al. [7], Niachou et al. [8], and Shahrestani et al. [9]. These
studies are repeatedly used for evaluations of CFD models for pedestrian wind field.
In the pollutant dispersion studies, major field campaign studies include full-scale
measurements by DePaul and Sheih [10], Nakamura and Oke [5], Qin and Kot [11],
Berkowicz et al. [12], and xie et al [13]. Additionally, number of large field campaigns
have been conducted, such as the Joint Urban 2003 field study that gathered data over
the course of 34 days [14], and the ”Dispersion of Air Pollution and its Penetration
into the Local Environment” (DAPPLE) project conducted in Westminster, London,
executing five field campaigns over the course of 2003-2008 [15].
The biggest challenges concerning field measurements are as follow. First, the
spatial and temporal extent and resolution are limited in field measurements. Second,
point measurements are mostly performed under largely uncontrolled conditions (from
both meteorological and anthropogenic aspects), and falls short in representing the
wide range of possible scenarios. Third, the complexity of real-world settings restricts
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general conclusions from the data, since ”repeatability” does not often happens
due to sudden weather events and human activities. These challenges motivate the
employment of wind tunnel experiments and CFD models, in which the boundary
conditions are controllable and certain parameters of interest can be varied more
easily.

Wind tunnel measurements
In the field of Urban Physics, wind tunnel experiment is a valuable tools for
evaluating the wind flow, temperature field and pollutant dispersion in the street-scale.
Additionally, the obtained data can be used for assessing the degree of uncertainty in
field campaign measurements. The most common techniques for wind-tunnel experiments are based on Thermal Anemometry (TA), Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV),
and Particle Imaging Velocimetry(PIV) for measuring velocities and temperature, and
the Flame Ionisation Detector(FID) for concentration measurements. Few wind tunnel
experiments have been conducted to analyze the turbulent flow, and the coupled
behavior of thermal stratification with flow field in urban-like roughness, such as
Meinders and Hanjalic [16], Uehara et al. [17], Richards et al. [18], and Allegrini et
al. [19]. Additionally, pollutant dispersion studies include Meroney and Pavageau
[20], Kastner-Klein and Plate [21], Baker and Hargreaves [22], Kastner-Klein and
Fedorovich [23], and Kastner-Klein and Rotach [24].
Similar to field measurements, wind tunnel experiments are limited in scale,
and can only represent a scale model of a real geometry of urban areas. Additionally,
experimental setups impose a variety of limitations (such as ensuring the similarity
criteria [25]) and can be very time-consuming and costly. Accordingly, in order to
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capture the scale and complexity of urban environments, numerical experiments have
been conducted for a more holistical examination of urban microclimate.

Numerical simulations
Computational Fluid Dynamics has been widely used in various research fields,
such as aeronautics, oceanic flows, and atmospheric flows, and has several advantages
compared to the other methods. First, a very high spatial and temporal resolution can
be achieved in the region of interest, and there is no restrictions on the geometry of the
computational model as opposed to wind-tunnel experiments. Accordingly, building
geometries and scalars can be modeled in their actual scale. Second, the detailed
three dimensional flow and scalar field can be obtained using numerical models, and
surface-averaged (or volume-averaged) quantities are easily obtainable.
There is a multitude of CFD simulation of street-scale environment and giving
a comprehensive overview is beyond the scope of this chapter. The reader is referred
to Li et al. [26] and Moonen et al. [25] for the review and summary of the progresses
in CFD modeling of wind field and pollutant transport in street canyons. Here, we
summarize the most important CFD simulations of urban street canyons that form
the critical background of the following thesis: CFD modeling is widely used in the
investigation of a) flow structures and numerical methods for turbulence modeling
of urban sublayer, including Cheng et al.[27], Kanda et al. [28], Xie and Castro [29],
Coceal et al. [30, 31], Santiago et al. [32], and Letzel et al. [33]; b) dynamic thermal
and flow field behavior in unstable conditions such as Kim et al. [34], Li et al. [35],
Park et al. [36], Yaghoobian et al. [37], and Santiago et al. [38]; and c) passive scalar
dispersion, e.g. Li et al. [39], Cheng and Liu [40], Park et al. [36], and Tan et al. [41].
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The limitation of the CFD modeling lies in the selection of the most-appropriate
turbulence model, as well as specification of modelling parameters. For instance, when
wall functions are used, it is very important that the wall function roughness parameters
are determined accurately based on their aerodynamic roughness length in the inlet
velocity profiles (Blocken et al.,2007a). It is also crucial that the turbulence models
are chosen according to the scale, needed level of accuracy, and parameters of interest.
Lastly, CFD simulations require massive computational resources. Therefore, in spite
of the current advancement in supercomputing, the limit in computational resource is
often a decisive factor in the choice of modelling approach, or geometries of interest.

2.2.3

Atmospheric Flow and Turbulence
Turbulence is an intrinsic part of the atmospheric boundary layer, and the

correct representation of the turbulence is critical in providing good climate analysis.
Several key features of turbulence in the atmospheric flow is as follows:
1) Instantaneous and single motions in a turbulent flow are chaotic and unpredictable.
This characteristic is often referred to as ”quasi-randomness”.
2) Turbulent flow can be presented as a superposition of a spectrum of flow velocity
fluctuations and eddies upon a mean flow. The ability to find a statistically-stable
mean value indicates that turbulence is not entirely random [1], explaining the term
”quasi-randomness” used for instantaneous turbulent flow.
3) There is a measurable and definable intensity to the turbulence, and parameters
vary in a limited range. Therefore, variances and standard deviations can be defined
to characterize the intensity of turbulent flow, and the integral effects of turbulence
indicates the dispersion and exchange processes.
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Governing Equations of Turbulent flow
The equations of fluid mechanics that describe the dynamics and thermodynamics of gasses are used to quantify the atmospheric boundary layer. In this section,
we start with basic governing equations, and further describe the statistical tools and
concepts that are used for a meaningful representation of the turbulent flow.
The Reynolds decomposition provides the basics for statistical description of
turbulent flow, and splits any instantaneous variable a at a given location and time
into a resolved mean value (denoted by an overbar) and an unresolved fluctuating
part (denoted by a prime),

a = a + a0 .

(2.1)

a is the temporal average over an averaging time T i, such that the following assumptions
are fulfilled: a) quasi-stationarity condition, and b) T i lies in the region of the spectral
gap [1] which results from an energetic separation of the energy input at the synoptic
scale and the energy produced at the turbulent scale (Stull [1]):
Z
a=

Ti

a dt .

(2.2)

0

With the Reynolds decomposition (Eq. 2.1) applied to the conservation equations of mass, momentum and heat, we get the Boussinesq equations for the mean
motions in the turbulent atmosphere (derivations are skipped for brevity. See Panofsky
and Dutton [42], and Stull [1] for details). In the inner region, Coriolis forces are
neglected, and the Reynolds decomposed conservation of continuity and momentum is
rewritten as
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∂ui
=0,
∂xi
1 ∂p
ν∂ 2 ui ∂u0i u0j
∂ui
∂ui
+ uj
= −δi3 g −
+
−
.
∂t
∂xj
ρ ∂xi
∂x2j
∂xj

(2.3)
(2.4)

Note that i and j indicate summation according to Einsteins convention for
the three Cartesian axis i, j = [1, 2, 3]. The terms from left to right are: storage of
mean momentum, advection of mean momentum, gravity acceleration in the vertical
direction, pressure gradient forces, viscous stress on the mean motions and Reynolds
stress.
Additionally, the conservation equation for any scalar quantity such as (virtual)
temperature, passive pollutant and moisture is as follow
∂s0 u0j
ν∂ 2 s
∂s
∂s
=
.
+ uj
+ Ss −
∂t
∂xj
∂x2j
∂xj

(2.5)

The terms from left to right are: storage, advection, mean molecular diffusion, net
source or sink term, and the divergence of turbulent flux densities. Ss then varies
depending on the scalar parameter.
The last term in previous equations (Eq. 2.4 and 2.5 ) contains a covariance
(second order moment). In order to solve the equations, additional prognostic equations
are derived to predict the variances and covariances, that describe the turbulence
intensity and kinematic turbulent fluxes, respectively [1]. However, by introducing
the prognostic equations for the previously unknown second moments (such as u0i u0j ),
new third-order terms appear that is not predictable. This is called closure problem:
with each higher order set of equations, more unknown terms appear, therefore,
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approximation of missing higher order moments are required at certain level of
accuracy. The most common closure scheme is the Gradient Transport Theory or
K-theory, which approximates turbulent transports with a transfer coefficient K,
proportional to the local gradient of mean quantities. A comprehensive description of
turbulence closure techniques can be found in Stull [1].

Turbulence Modeling
Computational Fluid Dynamic refers to using numerical analysis and algorithms
to solve and model governing equations of fluid flows. Although equations of motion
can be directly applied to turbulent flows, rarely we have sufficient initial and boundary
condition information, and/or resources available to resolve all turbulent scales,
specifically for resolving the smallest energy containing eddies. Additionally, depending
on the scale or application of interest, it might not even be relevant to resolve all
eddy motions. Therefore, some degree of turbulence modelling is often performed,
especially when the complexity of the problem is increased for three-dimensional,
transient, high-Reynolds number turbulent flows in complex geometries.
According, turbulent models are developed to include the statistical effects
of turbulence with reasonable accuracy in the scale of interest. Turbulence models
are classified by the turbulent scale threshold they choose to resolve explicitly, or
model. The most commonly used models in urban climatology are: a) Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes (RANS), where the mean flow field is explicitly resolved and
a time averaging process is used to remove the necessity of simulating all of the
scales of the turbulence spectrum; b) Large Eddy Simulation (LES), where the large,
energy-containing eddies are resolved, while the small-scale eddies are modeled with
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a subgrid-scale model, such as (Dynamic) Smagorinsky model [43] and Algebraic
Wall Subgrid-Scale Model [44]; c) hybrid RANS-LES models such as Detached Eddy
Simulation, where RANS is used in the inner-wall region, and LES is used in the core
region of the flow [45]; and d) Direct Numerical Simulation where all turbulence scales
are resolved numerically [46]. Detailed description of the turbulence models that are
used in the scope of this thesis are explained in each corresponding chapter.

2.2.4

Statistical Description of Turbulence

Integral Statistics
Following equation 2.2, the higher order statistical moments can be defined as:

a0i

1
=
Ti

Z

Ti

a0i (t)dt ,

(2.6)

t=0

where i defines the order of the moment. Accordingly, the second order moment with
i = 2 is the variance, the measure of the deviation of data about the mean, and its
square root σa is defined as the standard deviation:

p
σa = a0i .

(2.7)

The higher order moments can further be defined. For instance, the third order
moment normalized with variance is called skewness, and is defined as

Ska =

a03
.
σa 3

(2.8)
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Additionally, the general form of two-variable moments of any variable a and b is
1
a0i b0j =
Ti

Z

Ti

a0i (t)b0j (t)dt .

(2.9)

t=0

When i = 1, the integral indicates the covariance that is the degree of common
relationship between the two variable, a and b. The nonlinear turbulence products
that were discussed in the context of closure problem in Section 2.2.3 have the same
meaning as covariance. The normalized covariance is then defined as the linear
correlation coefficient, rab ,

rab =

a0 b 0
.
σa σb

(2.10)

It is common to partition the kinetic energy (KE) of the flow into mean kinetic
energy (MKE) and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), and compute the contribution of
turbulence to the energy of the flow:
1 2 1 2 1 02
ui = ui + ui
2
2
2

(2.11)

Therefore, TKE can be written as the sum of the diagonal components of the
velocity covariance tensor Mij = ui 0 uj 0 . The off-diagonal components are Reynolds
Stresses that accounts for the momentum exchange due to the turbulent fluctuations.

Characteristic Time and Length Scale
Turbulent motions occur over a wide range of time and length scales. For any
two parameters a and b, we can define a general form of an Eulerian covariance tensor
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that relates the value of a0 at any point x and any time t to the value of b0 at location
x1 in a distance r=x1 -x and a time t1 that has a time-lag τ = t1 − t (Rotta, 1972):

Cab (x, t, r, τ ) = a0 (x, t)b0 (x+r, t + τ ) .

(2.12)

Variance and covariance defined before (Eq. 2.7 and 2.9) are the special cases of this
equation with τ = 0 and r = 0. Additionally, the normalized correlation tensor is
given by

Rab (x, t, r, τ ) =

a0 (x, t)b0 (x+r, t + τ )
a0 (x, t)2 b0 (x+r, t + τ )2

.

(2.13)

When |r| → ∞ or τ → ∞, a0 and b0 become statistically independent and Rab = 0.

Probability Density Functions
A complete description of a turbulent variable a at a given position and time is
given by the probability density function (PDF), P (a), where P (a)da is the probability
of the variable a taking a value between a and a + da, and
Z

∞

P (a)da = 1 .

(2.14)

−∞

Accordingly, if a and b are two parameters of the flow (such as velocity and temperature), the joint probability density function (JPDF), P (a, b), can be defined as the
probability of the variable a taking a value between a and a + da while b has a value
between b and b + db, which again satisfies
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Z Z

∞

P (a, b)dadb = 1 .

(2.15)

−∞

Quadrant Analysis and Measures
The theory of quadrant analysis is described here. The quadrant analysis
was first introduced by Lu and Willmarth (1973), where the joint probability of
u0 and w0 is decomposed into four quadrant events according to the sign of the
fluctuating components: The events in quadrant 2 and 4 (u0 w0 < 0) called ejections
and sweeps, respectively, indicate the coherent structures that contribute positively
to the downward momentum flux, and events in quadrant 1 and 3 (u0 w0 > 0) called
outward and inward interaction, respectively, that represent the intermittency of
turbulence. Figure 2.2 shows the joint probability of u0 w0 at the roof level for an
unstable condition measured by Christen et al. [47] and the schematic of quadrant
analysis are shown. The numbers indicated in each box represent the frequency of
occurrence for each event.
Furthermore, the contribution of each event to the total flux density can be
computed as the flux (or stress) fraction, Si , introduced by Raupach (1981)
1
Si =
rab

Z

ua

Z

ub

abP (a, b)dadb .
la

(2.16)

lb

From equations 2.15 and 2.16, it is seen that

Σ4i=1 Si = 1 .

(2.17)
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Figure 2.2: Normalized JPDFs of u0 w0 at the roof level for an unstable condition measured
by Christen et al. [47] and the schematic of quadrant analysis.

From the stress fraction Si , two measures of the relative importance of sweeps and
ejections can be obtained: The difference between ejections (low momentum eddies
moving up) and sweeps (high momentum eddies moving down)

∆S0 = S4 − S2 .

(2.18)

γ = S2 /S4 ,

(2.19)

and their ratio

Furthermore, Shaw et al. (1983) introduced Exuberance, Exu, as the the ratio of
unorganized to coherent events that indicates the efficiency of turbulence exchange

sExu =

S1 + S3
.
S2 + S4

(2.20)
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Chapter 3
Thermal Effects of Urban Design

3.1

Introduction
Understanding of urban climate requires consideration of complex relationships

between various factors. Urban morphology, natural land cover, moisture availability,
anthropogenic heats and built materials alter air flow and heat transfer in the urban
environment, and therefore determine urban microclimates, strength of the Urban
Heat Island (UHI) and the ensuing environmental effects [1–3]. Thus, with the rapid
growth in population and urbanization, it is paramount that more sophisticated,
realistic and comprehensive urban models are developed and applied.
The surface temperature and air flow are of prime importance to the field
of urban climatology, motivating many studies over the past several decades. Flow
observations and measurement campaigns in street canyons have been conducted
to analyze the distribution of air temperature and wind velocity in and above the
canopy, e.g. [4–8]. Additionally, wind tunnel experiments have been used to analyze
the turbulent flow and the coupled behavior of thermal stratification and flow field
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in regular arrays of wall-mounted cubes representing buildings [9–12]. Although
these studies are invaluable in improving our understanding of the urban physics
and appreciating real-world complexities, experimental setups impose a variety of
limitations. Since the scale and complexity of urban environments limit the resolution
of flow patterns through sensors, numerical experiments have been conducted to more
wholistically examine the urban environment.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has frequently been applied to study
the flow field in street-scale environments. In specific, turbulent flow structures
(e.g. [13–15]), passive scalar dispersion (e.g. [16–18]) as well as numerical methods
for turbulence modeling (e.g [19–21]) have been widely investigated, and Li et al [22]
reviewed and summarized the progress in CFD modeling of wind field and pollutant
transport in street canyons. While these studies elucidated a variety of phenomena of
turbulent urban fluid flow, they mostly did not consider the contribution of realistic
three-dimensional thermal forcing to flow characteristic in the street canyon.
Alternatively, urban energy balance models are used for studying surface
temperatures and thermal environments, residential cooling and heating loads, and
Urban Heat Island mitigation measures [23–26], but most of these models over-simplify
fluid flow and convective heat transfer. While the size and variability of roughness
elements in urban areas generally cause stability conditions above the canopy to be
closer to neutral than over dry natural areas, flow structures in the urban canyon
are sensitive to other forcings. A few numerical simulations of dynamically-coupled
thermal effects and turbulent flow in urban-like geometry have also been reported
in the literature [12, 27–29] and the significance of wall and ground heating on flow
characteristic have been investigated. Niceno et al [27] performed LES simulations to
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analyze turbulent heat transfer from a multi-layered wall-mounted cube matrix that is
heated internally and uniformly. Similarly, Li et al [28] and Park et al [29] used LES
simulations to study thermal effects on turbulent flow and dispersion in and above
urban-like geometries, while each building wall or canyon ground surface was heated.
Furthermore, the effect of various degrees of local thermal stratification on turbulence
structure and local heat transfer is investigated and compared in a recent study by
Boppana et al [30]. However, to date the dynamic non-uniform heating that is caused
by direct shortwave radiation received on urban surfaces and shading effects between
buildings have not been addressed. Additionally, previous studies mostly examined
abstractions of thermal heterogeneity rather than real diurnal cycles of urban surface
temperatures and energy balance components. It is also important to consider and
compare the relative importance of various urban design parameters in conjunction
with local weather condition.

Figure 3.1: left: Cross section of the computational domain and boundary conditions.
Right:Absorbed solar heat flux (Sabs ) in W m−2 in the computational domain for canopy
aspect ratio of 1 and ground surface albedo of 0.18 at 1500 LST on June 21st. Wind
direction is aligned to the east-west canyon and A, B and C mark locations where the
velocity profile is analyzed (described further in Figure 3.3-a).

In the present paper, CFD simulations of the urban environment are performed
in an idealized 3D configuration. In order to accurately assess the effect of thermal
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forcing on flow structure, dynamic coupling of the surface energy balance with the flow
field inside the canyon is conducted (Section 4.2.1). Results are validated against field
measurements at the Vancouver Light Industrial (LI) site [5] and compared with Town
Energy Balance (TEB) and energy balance model of Krayenhoff et al [24] as shown
in section 3.3. The magnitude and time of urban facet peak temperature is critical
in the studies of Urban Heat Islands, building energy use and dwellers health and
comfort. Therefore, diurnal variation of surface temperatures is analyzed as influenced
by various factors. In order to have a realistic representation of thermal forcing
in urban environments, solar radiation as well as inter-building longwave radiative
exchange are considered as the main causes of non-uniform surface heating (section
3.4.1). Material properties constitute an important option for surface controls in urban
environments. Urbanization introduces materials that differ significantly in their
thermal and radiative properties when compared to natural land cover [31]. Therefore,
flow over ground materials with different albedos is simulated (3.4.2). Since urban
temperatures and fluid flow correlate strongly with the urban morphology and canyon
geometry, the canyon Aspect Ratio (AR) is studied as a physical design parameter
that exerts control over radiation access and convection from urban surfaces (3.4.3).
Additionally, the effect of local weather condition is considered by analyzing the effect
of wind speed and direction on temperature distributions as discussed in section 3.4.4.
Conclusions are presented in section 3.5.

3.2

Model Description
Turbulence modeling and heat transfer calculations are performed by means

of the unstructured finite volume solver ANSYS FLUENT 14.5. The flow passes
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over a matrix of 3x3 equally spaced cubes placed on a flat wall boundary situated
above multi-layer solid zones representing ground surface and soil layers (Figure 3.1).
The height of the computational domain is 6H and a zero shear velocity condition is
applied at the domain top. In order to achieve a fully-developed flow field, periodic
boundary conditions are used in both stream and span-wise directions, creating infinite
columns and rows of buildings. In the stream-wise direction, the mass flow rate is
specified. The mass flow rate is determined assuming that the Typical Meteorological
Year (TMY3) wind speed is valid at 2H and the velocity profile in [32] is used for
vertical extrapolation. The TMY3 data is obtained from a representative coastal
urban weather station in southern California (San Diego Miramar NAS, 32◦ 8670 N,
117◦ 1330 W). The Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations are solved and
for turbulence modeling, k-epsilon Realizable model [33] is used with Standard Wall
Function for near wall treatments [34].
The surface energy balance consisting of longwave (L) and shortwave (S)
radiation, conduction (Qc ) and convection (Qh ) heat flux is as Eq 3.1 and latent heat
flux is neglected. Equation 3.2 and 3.3 are used to calculate radiation flux components
on urban surfaces.

(1 − α)S ↓ −L = Qc + Qh

(3.1)

4
Lgr = [σTgr
− Linc,gr ]

(3.2)

4
Linc,gr = (Fsky−gr )σTsky
+ Lw−gr

(3.3)

Reynolds analogy between momentum and heat transport and the wall function
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Table 3.1: Thermal and radiative properties of building walls, roof and different ground
materials. For wall and rood surfaces, effective thermal conductivity and heat capacity are
calculated based on multi-layered material properties as in [25].

Thickness

Roof
Wall
Asphalt
Concrete

(m)
0.234
0.113
1.370
1.370

Effective
thermal
conductivity
(W m−1 K−1 )
0.043
0.045
0.740
0.930

Emissivity

Albedo

Effective heat
capacity

0.92
0.88
0.95
0.90

0.15
0.30
0.18
0.35

(MJ m−3 K−1 )
0.182
0.187
1.940
2.280

by Launder and Spalding [34] (see Appendix A for details) is used to calculate sensible
heat flux from the surfaces and consequently Convective Heat Transfer Coefficients
(CHTCs).1 Buoyancy effects are considered and the Boussinesq approximation is used
for density.
Asphalt and concrete ground surface material were simulated, since they are two
of the most frequently used surfaces with similar thermal properties but significantly
different albedo (see results in section 3.4.2). The soil layer depth is chosen to be
several diurnal thermal damping depths and material properties of ground and wall
surfaces are as in [25]. Thermal and radiative properties of all surfaces are shown
in Table 3.1. The temperature boundary conditions inside the buildings and at the
base of the deepest soil sublayer (exterior surfaces of computational domain) are set
to be constant (295 K). Since wall and roof thermal thicknesses are small relative to
the ground, they are not resolved by the grid; instead the 1D steady heat conduction
equation is used to calculate the external surface temperature.
The inflow air temperature is set to the hourly average June air temperature
from the TMY3 weather forcing data. Large convective heat transfer, the recirculating
1

Since FLUENT does not output the convective fluxes explicitly, they were obtained from Eq 3.1
and net shortwave, longwave, and conduction heat flux as output by FLUENT.
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flow, and the small domain height would lead to an unphysical air temperature
increase. Therefore, to maintain a realistic air temperature the inflow boundary
condition is a homogeneous air temperature that follow the TMY3 diurnal cycle, i.e.
T (x = 1, y, z, t) = TT M Y (t). An effort was made to set a more realistic temperature
profile at the inlet with an average vertical temperature profile of Ta (z), however with
periodic boundary conditions FLUENT only permits homogeneous temperatures at
the inlet.
The coupling of convection, conduction, and radiation is taken into account by
simultaneously solving the energy equation and Discrete Ordinate non-gray radiation
model [35] in the fluid domain. The top of the domain is set to radiate downwards at a
sky temperature of 255 K to simulate longwave radiative interactions expected for clear
sky conditions. Solar radiation was not taken from TMY3 but rather calculated using
the ANSYS Solar Load Model for June 21st and solar noon was approximately at 1150
LST. The solar ray tracing algorithm (SRTA) takes a beam of direct radiation in the
direction of the sun position vector, applies it to opaque surfaces and performs a faceby-face shading analysis to determine shadows. The total reflected solar irradiation is
distributed among all surfaces weighted by area depending on the scattering fraction
(set to 1 in this study). The Solar Load Model also accounts for isotropic diffuse
radiation [36] based on the approach suggested in the 2001 ASHRAE Fundamentals
Handbook [37] (Chapter 20, Fenestration). Appendix B details the solar load model
used in ANSYS FLUENT 14.5.
Table 3.2 summarizes the cases investigated in the present paper. All computations are performed with the pressure-based solver, first order implicit transient
formulation, PRESTO! for pressure discretization and the SIMPLE scheme for pressure-
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velocity coupling (see [36] and the reference cited, therein, for more details on these
schemes). The 3D structured grids are built with ANSYS 14.5. The size of the domain
is 6H ×6H ×6H on top of the solid soil layers of depth 1.4 meters. 8 nodes per cube
root of building dimensions are used and the grid resolution is stretched away from
the building walls. The expansion ratio between two consecutive cells is kept below
1.2 as recommended by Franke et al [38]. Additionally, the mesh configuration is in
compliance with the recommendation of a structured, hexahedral mesh with high
quality of the grid. The specification of the appropriate grid depends heavily on
the choice of the turbulence model and the corresponding wall function. With the
Standard wall function approach used in this practice [34], for the logarithmic profile
to be valid, the first computational node should be placed at a non-dimensional wall
distance of z + between 30 and 500 for smooth walls ([36, 38]). The maximum local z +
number in our simulation is approximately 350, which is in agreement with the criteria.
Grid sensitivity is investigated by repeating the base case simulation with coarser grids
(28000 instead of 110300 cells) which resulted in less than 1% difference in surface
temperatures. Therefore the presented grid configuration is used. The time step size
is 0.1s as dictated by stability and accuracy criteria. Simulations are initialized at
0001 LST and solar, temperature, and wind boundary conditions are updated every
5 minutes. FLUENT applies the energy equation to determine the initial surface
(ground, roof and wall) temperatures resulting in lower initial temperature than the
inlet air temperature. Surface temperatures and energy balance components are
output every 5 mins and averaged over the computational nodes weighted by the area
in each surface.
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Table 3.2: List of simulations performed and their specifications. Case #1 represents the
base case of this study and the difference of each case is shown in bold.

Case Name
Base
Gr-C
AR-L1
AR-L2
AR-H
θ-45
θ-90
Ub -3

3.3

Ground
AR=H/W
surface
−
(−)
Asphalt
1
Concrete
1
Asphalt
1/3
Asphalt
2/3
Asphalt
3/2
Asphalt
1
Asphalt
1
Asphalt
1

Wind
Speed
(ms−1 )
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

Wind
Direction
degree
0
0
0
0
0
45
90
0

Validation
The diurnal variation of surface temperatures is validated against field measure-

ments at the Vancouver Light Industrial (LI) site, and compared with Town Energy
Balance (TEB) and 3D energy balance (TUF3D) model as presented in Krayenhoff
et al [24]. The site mainly consist of one to three story buildings representing a
high density configuration with distinct lack of vegetation (vegetated fraction < 5%).
Experimental data are gathered with helicopter and truck mounted thermal remote
sensors on a clear day. The diurnal variation of wind speed and direction are shown
in figure 3.2 and further details are available in Voogt and Grimmond [5]. Validation
case is simulated over an idealized matrix of 3× 3 buildings with periodic boundary
conditions and the input parameters from Table 2 in Krayenhoff et al [24].
The calculated temperature at ground and roof surfaces are within the range
of reported experimental data by Voogt and Grimmond [5] as shown in Figure 3.2.
In comparison with TUF3D and TEB models, there is a lag observed in the increase
of ground temperature in the morning hours. This can be explained in two ways.
One restriction that is imposed for periodic boundary conditions in FLUENT is the
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requirement to use the same temperature boundary condition (here 295 K) at all
exterior surfaces of the computational domain, which applies to deep soil (ground)
and internal (roofs and walls) surface temperature. This difference in specifications
compared to [24] resulted in larger conduction heat flux to the soil layers throughout
the day (see Figure 3.5-a in section 3.4.1) and consequently a delay in ground surface
temperature cooling in the evening compared to TEB and TUF3D models. On the
other hand FLUENT is expected to be superior in its representation of fluid flow and
convection. Therefore, it is expected that the convective heat transfer estimated in
TEB and TUF3D using empirical heat transfer coefficient correlations results in biased
higher surface temperature. For the roof, the calculated temperature in our model is
in better agreement with the experiment while exhibiting more sensitivity to wind
speed variation and solar radiation compared to TEB and TUF3D. [24] discrectized
the roof thickness before applying a finite difference scheme; therefore the associated
thermal inertia of roofs explains the smaller sensitivity of roof temperature to solar
radiation compared to our simplified assumption.

3.4
3.4.1

Results
Diurnal Variation of Urban Temperature and Energy
Balance Components
In order to analyze the effect of the flow field on temperature and surface

energy balance components, vertical profiles of stream-wise velocity are shown in
Figure 3.3-b. The velocity profile at the center line downwind of the center building
demonstrates the canyon vortex formation in this region. The stream-wise velocity is
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Figure 3.2: Validation of diurnal evolution of ground and roof temperatures (abbreviated
as NK2014) against remotely sensed surface temperature measurements at the Vancouver
Light Industrial (LI) site on August 15, 1992. Town Energy Balance and Temperature of
Urban Facets are extracted from [24] and abbreviated as TEB and TUF3D, respectively.
Wind speed and direction of the observation period is also included. For more details refer
to Voogt and Grimmond [5].

negative inside the canyon and strong shear is evident near the roof level. The profile
converges to the upstream wind velocity above the buildings.
Figure 3.4-a presents the diurnal cycle of temperatures of walls, roof, and
ground as area-weighted averages over the computational nodes in each surface. The
air temperature that is prescribed at the inlet (Ta ) is also shown. Tw is the average
temperature of all four walls of a building, each of which undergoes a very different
diurnal cycle according to their orientation relative to the sun position and interbuilding longwave interactions. These diurnal cycles are shown in Figure 3.4-b. The
largest temperaturse of the urban surfaces on this day are 335 K for the roof (1200
LST), 328 K for the ground (asphalt) (1430 LST), and 311 K for the building wall
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Figure 3.3: a) Geometrical configuration: X-Z view at plane Y/H =0 with locations where
vertical profiles are studied. A: Above center building X/H =0, Y/H =0, B: Downwind
halfway between buildings X/H =1, Y/H =0, C: Center-line street canyon X/H =0, Y/H =1,
b) vertical profiles of stream-wise velocity at different locations at 1200 LST with asphalt
as ground surface material and aspect ratio of 1. See Figure 3.1 for a 3D visualization of
locations A, B and C in the computational domain.
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(1400 LST). The large heat capacity in the thermally massive soil layers caused the
delay in maximum ground surface temperature from solar noon, when the maximum
of solar irradiation occurs.
Because of the high density of buildings for AR=1, shadowing caused the
average ground temperature to be smaller than the roof temperature. For building
walls, in addition to shadowing that always affects at least two wall orientations, due
to the vertical orientation of wall surfaces compared to large solar altitude angles
during midday, the solar radiation fluxes are reduced and building wall surfaces are
cooler. Even though the solar insolation is symmetric about 1150 LST, the average
wall temperature is larger in the afternoon compared to the morning due to increasing
ground surface temperature (thus increasing ground-building longwave radiation as
shown in Figure 3.5-b). Likewise the increasing longwave radiative exchange causes
the walls opposite the most directly insolated walls to be warmer than other shaded
walls (e.g. west-facing wall in the morning warmer than north- and south-facing wall).
Figure 3.5-a shows the different heat flux components at the ground surface for
asphalt. As a result of the cool ground surface, stable atmospheric stratification exists
until about 0800 LST and due to the high urban density (AR=1), the flow velocity
in between buildings is small. Therefore, the sensible heat flux is small and negative.
Instead the net radiation surplus decrease the ground temperature.
The large thermal heat capacity and associated inertia of the soil layers, in
addition to the restriction on deep soil surface temperature as described in section 3.3,
causes the conduction heat flux to be the dominant mean of heat removal in the
morning and early afternoon and the dominant mean of heat generation in the evening.
However, at 1430 LST (when the maximum ground temperature occurs) the longwave
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Figure 3.5: For asphalt as ground surface material and AR = 1: a) ground surface energy
balance components, where Sgr and Lgr are net shortwave and longwave and b) Longwave
and shortwave radiation exchange between ground and wall surfaces. Incident longwave to
the ground consists of incident radiation from the sky (radiating at the sky temperature)
and longwave radiation from building walls (Lw−gr ) according to Equations 3.2- 3.3. Sgr−w
is the upward shortwave radiation from the ground surface which is the product of view
factor, incident shortwave radiation on the surface (S ), and its albedo (αgr ). Similarly
Sw−gr and Lw−gr are the shortwave and net longwave radiation from wall to ground.
Rnet,gr−w is the net all-wavelength radiation between wall and ground.

radiation flux is the largest loss component. As expected, the maximum sensible heat
flux and radiation heat flux coincide with the maximum ground temperature.
Figure 3.5-b shows the longwave and shortwave radiation exchange between
ground and wall surfaces. Due to asphalt’s small albedo, Sup,gr is significantly smaller
than longwave radiation components between ground and wall surfaces, demonstrating
the effect of surface radiative properties on urban facade temperatures.
Since longwave radiation variability is solely due to surface temperature, Lgr−w
and Lw−gr in Figure 3.5-b have similar patterns as ground and wall temperature,
respectively. Lw−gr has a local minimum around noon, when the sun is close to zenith
and the shortwave radiation intensity is reduced, and two local maxima at 0900 LST
and 1430 LST due to the large insolation received by the east and west wall at these
times, respectively.
The decrease in Rnet,w−gr from 0530-0800 LST can be explained by the increase
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in shortwave radiation incident on building walls in the morning and the resulting
increase in Sw−gr , wall temperature, and consequently Lw−gr . Similarly, the increase
in Rnet,w−gr from 1730-1900 LST is due to the larger rate of change in solar radiation
on walls compared to ground near sunset. This also leads to a decrease in Lw−gr after
sunset.

3.4.2

Effect of Ground Surface Albedo
The effects of radiative properties of the ground surface on heat fluxes and

urban surface temperature is studied by comparing the results for asphalt and concrete
as ground surface material. Since the impact of canyon aspect ratio (H/W = 1.0 in
our simulation) is less significant around midday when sun is close to zenith, the
sensitivity of peak surface temperatures to the ground albedo is also compared with
the H/W = 0.36 simulation in [25].
During the daytime the average ground temperature of concrete is significantly
lower than that of asphalt as a result of the larger albedo. The maximum ground
temperature decreases 8 K relative to asphalt, which is a 2.5% decrease for a 0.17
increase in albedo (Figure 3.6-a). This is in agreement with the results reported by
[25], where the peak temperature difference was approximately 2.0%. The effect of
ground radiative properties can also be observed in the wall temperatures presented
in Figure 3.6-b. While the diurnal pattern is similar, the larger upward shortwave
radiation from ground to wall surfaces caused the wall temperature over concrete
surfaces to be 3.5 K (1.1%) larger than that of asphalt. The wall temperature in
[25] shows lower sensitivity to ground albedo due to the difference in wall conduction
modeling since we do not resolve wall thickness.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of urban surface temperatures for a) ground and b) wall (averaged)
with different ground surfaces (Table 3.1) and AR=1. For reference, simulation results
from Yaghoobian et al. (2010) are shown where H/W =0.36.

As described in section 3.4.1 (Figure 3.5-b), Rnet,w−gr is correlated to Sup,gr and
therefore ground surface albedo. The simulation results for different ground surface
material demonstrates the strong interaction between ground surface materials and
urban facade temperature, consistent with Yaghoobian and Kleissl (2012) [26]. In
[26] impacts on building energy use were also demonstrated.

3.4.3

Effect of Canyon Aspect Ratio
In order to study the effect of urban built-up density on the urban energy

balance and surface temperatures, we conducted a sensitivity analysis on canyon
aspect ratio (AR). We focused on 4 cases of AR (=H/W ) from 1/3 to 3/2 and the
ground-wall view factors for each case are shown in Table 3.3. Canyon aspect ratio is
modified by keeping building height (H ) constant and changing building spacing (W ).

Aspect ratio (AR) determine the penetration of direct solar radiation to the
street canyon. Figure 3.7-a compares total shortwave radiation incident on the ground
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Table 3.3: Ground-wall view factor with different canyon aspect ratios. The ground-sky
view factor is 1 minus the value in the table.

AR=H/W
Fgr−w

1/3
0.20

2/3
0.34

1
0.45

3/2
0.56

surface at different ARs. S decreases with increasing AR, but the diurnal variation
between ARs is dynamic. Differences in incident shortwave radiation are small before
0730 LST when the sun elevation is low, and solar beams are being mostly blocked
by the buildings even in low density cases (tan solar altitude ≈ 2/3 at 0730 LST).
Between 0730 until 0900 LST the fraction of unshaded area increases more rapidly for
smaller AR(=H/W ) and the absolute insolation differences increases rapidly in this
period. However, after 0900 LST the shading difference decreases and reaches a local
minimum at solar noon.
A similar, but more pronounced difference is observed for wall surfaces as shown
in Figure 3.8-a and is expected since the clearing of building shadows from sun-facing
wall surfaces precedes the widespread direct insolation of ground surfaces. Without
surrounding buildings and atmosphere, the peak S would occur for perpendicular
incidence at sunrise. For small canyon aspect ratio (AR) negligible wall shadowing
occurs and maximum wall S happens early in the morning and later in the afternoon
(time of maximum temperature at east and west walls in Figure 3.4-b). With increasing
AR, shadowing of wall and ground surfaces increases. Consequently, direct shortwave
radiation that is received by all walls and diffuse radiation reflected from the ground
decrease causing maximum shortwave radiation to move closer to solar noon.
Canyon aspect ratio alters the flow structure and wind sheltering inside the
canyon, therefore affecting convective heat transfer. Comparison of ground sensible
heat flux at different AR (=H/W ) is shown in Figure 3.7-b. For larger ARs, wind
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Figure 3.7: a) Net shortwave radiation, b) sensible, c) net longwave radiation and d)
conduction heat flux in W m−2 of ground surface area for different aspect ratios and asphalt
as ground material.
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Figure 3.8: a) Net shortwave radiation flux at wall surfaces, b) Average wall temperature
for different aspect ratios and asphalt as ground material.
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Figure 3.9: a) Ground temperature at different aspect ratios and asphalt as ground
material b) Ground temperature normalized by ground surface initial temperature and
multiplied by daily average air temperature at the inlet.

sheltering and vortex formation between buildings causes smaller velocities in the
building canyon, decreasing the magnitude of CHTCs. As a result, the magnitude
of ground sensible heat flux decreases with an increase in H/W (approximately 22%
decrease in maximum Qh from AR=1/3 to AR=3/2); causing less surface heating
from air-to-ground at night and less surface cooling during the day. Aspect ratio (AR)
variation affects sensible heat flux at wall surfaces similarly as at ground surfaces (not
shown).
Longwave radiation is also affected by AR (Figure 3.7-c). The decrease in
net longwave radiation from 0530-0800 (Figure 3.7-c) is due to shortwave radiation
normally incident on building walls in the morning, increasing wall temperature and
longwave radiation from wall to ground. This behavior is more expressed for AR=3/2
since the ground-wall view factor increases such that the larger wall temperature
have more impact on ground temperature. Increasing H/W causes an increase in
average ground-wall view factor (Table 3.3), increasing daytime incident longwave and
decreasing net longwave radiation, L, on wall surfaces (given the sign convention in
Equation 3.2). However, convection from wall surfaces is the largest term balancing
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net radiation (shortwave plus longwave). Therefore, after the complete wall surface
starts to receive direct solar irradiation, the average wall temperature increases with
H/W as shown in Figure 3.8-b. This resulted in larger longwave radiation from wall
to ground with increasing AR.
For ground surfaces, Figure 3.9-a demonstrates that for larger AR(=H/W )
despite the reduction in net shortwave radiation, the daytime temperature increased.
The temperature difference between AR=1/3 and AR=3/2 is larger at night than
during the day. To quantify the difference we should consider that due to the numerical
method different initial ground temperatures were observed (see last paragraph of
section 3.2). While this initial difference cannot strictly be normalized out due to nonlinear interactions during the day, for a more representative comparison, the ground
temperature throughout the day is normalized with the initial ground temperature
and then multiplied by the daily average air temperature at the inlet. The resulting
Figure 3.9-b better characterized the effect of aspect ratio. The difference between
ground temperature at H/W of 3/2 and 1/3 is approximately 4 K at midnight (2359
LST).

3.4.4

Effect of Wind Direction and Speed
Most studies on flow field and heat transfer of street-like environments are

conducted for cases in which the incoming wind is aligned with the street direction,
that is just one realization of variable wind directions observed in urban areas. Velocity
profiles and surface drag generated by the wind at different angles differs from the case
with wind aligned to the street direction. To further address the effect of geometrical
characteristics of urban areas on surface temperatures and energy balance components,
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Figure 3.10: [Vertical profile of velocity magnitude at different locations and wind
direction at 1200 LST for flow over asphalt and aspect ratio of 1. See Figure 3.3 for the
location B in the domain.

cases with wind parallel to the building diagonal and north-south street direction
(45 and 90 degree wind angle from east-west, respectively, shown in Figure 3.1) are
simulated with H/W =1 and asphalt as ground material.
Figure 3.10 shows vertical profiles of wind speed above the center building
averaged over the roof surface and at the centerline between the buildings (B in
Figure 3.3) for θ = 0◦ and 45◦ (the wind speed profile of θ = 90◦ is essentially identical
to θ = 0◦ ). Note that the simulations were setup to have the same bulk velocity of
2 m s−1 , consistent with the other simulations presented so far. The magnitude of
the velocity at θ = 45◦ is larger at roof level and in the upper half of the canyon,
but becomes smaller than for θ = 0◦ as z increases. The reduction in velocity just
below roof height for θ = 0◦ is a result of stronger flow separation in the building
lee manifested in canyon vortices and associated shear. The increase in the effective
building spacing in the flow direction for θ = 45◦ likely also decreases surface drag as
the flow type transitions from skimming flow to wake interface [39].
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Figure 3.11 shows the diurnal variation of ground, roof and wall temperatures
in comparison with the reference case (AR=1, asphalt, θ = 0◦ ). It can be seen that
the effect of wind angle on roof and wall surfaces is more pronounced than on ground
surfaces (all data are normalized to remove the difference in initial condition as in
Figure 3.9-b). The roof temperature for the building under 45 degree wind angle
decreased approximately 2.5 K (≈ 1%) at solar noon which is due to the increase in
velocity and consequently sensible heat flux at roof level. However, as observed in 3D
vector plots (not shown), at the same time the velocity magnitude adjacent to wall
surfaces decreased and caused the averaged wall temperature to be larger for θ = 45◦ .
At the ground surface, the magnitude of sensible heat flux decreased at night
for θ = 45◦ by about 10% (not shown). The sensible heat flux difference decreases
in daytime, but is generally negligible since the velocity magnitude is small for both
cases due to the high urban density (AR=1). Consequently the ground temperature
was not influenced by wind angle.
At θ = 90◦ ground and roof temperatures are not affected, as expected from
the symmetry in geometry. For wall temperature, the east wall experiences the largest
decrease in temperature from 0600 LST to 1100 LST in comparison with θ = 0◦ . For
θ = 0◦ , in the morning thermal forcing is in opposite direction from the mechanically
induced canyon vortex which further decreases the already small velocity in the eastwest (streamwise) canyon. At θ = 90◦ , however, the wind direction is aligned with the
east wall which causes the velocity adjacent to these surfaces and consequently the
sensible heat flux to increase (see B versus C in Figure 3.3-b). After 1200 LST wall
temperatures are more homogeneous with aspect and are more strongly influenced by
the ground-wall longwave flux (Figure 3.5-b) which results in the difference in local
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wind speed and convection being less important. Consequently, the afternoonf average
wall temperature is similar in all three cases.

Figure 3.11: Comparison of diurnal urban surface temperatures for different wind direction
for flow over asphalt and AR=1. Similarly as in Fig. 3.9-b, surface temperatures are
normalized by the initial temperature and multiplied by daily average air temperature at
the inlet. Line styles indicate the surface and colors show the wind direction relative to
the east-west direction..

Figure 3.12: Comparison of diurnal urban surface temperatures for different wind speeds
for flow over asphalt and AR=1. Surface temperatures are normalized by the initial
temperature and multiplied by daily averaged air temperature at the inlet. Line styles
indicate the wind speed and colors show the studied surface.

To study the effect of free-stream wind speed, we repeated the calculation with
bulk inlet wind velocity of 3 m s−1 (Figure 3.12). Wind speed only influence the
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ground temperature mostly at night (up to 1 K at 2359 LST). A larger wind speed
results in more convective heat transfer from the air to the ground, heating the ground
from 0000 to 0700 LST. However, due to the high aspect ratio, the wind speed near
the ground is less dependent on bulk wind speed and during daytime, with the increase
in the magnitude of S, net radiation dominates over convection, resulting in ground
temperature not being sensitive to wind speed. The amplitude of roof temperature
is significantly influenced by the bulk velocity (2% decrease) due to the increase in
convective flux from the roof.

3.4.5

Summary
Table 3.4 summarizes and compares the effect of the studied parameters on

different urban surface temperatures. The choice of parameter values was somewhat
subjective and the observed non-linearities make it difficult to assign sensitivities
to each parameter. However, the parameters present commonly observed variations
in urban and meteorological conditions and provide some insight into the relative
importance of each design variable. The ground surface material (albedo) is shown to
have the most significant effect on surface temperature. While from a UHI mitigation
standpoint the decrease in ground surface temperature is desirable, it also results in
higher wall temperature, subsequently increasing the heat transfer through the building
envelope. As discussed in section 3.4.3, despite the reduction of solar penetration to
street canyons, the increase in canyon aspect ratio increases urban surface temperature
collectively, due to the reduction of convective heat transfer and wall-to-ground view
factor. As expected, the effect of urban built-up density and ground surface albedo
on roof temperature are insignificant since the only mechanism is indirectly through
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Table 3.4: Summary of (daytime) peak temperature results at different urban surfaces.
Case names are defined in Table 3.2 and the maximum temperature difference of each
surface is compared to the Base Case. (-) represent temperature difference less than 0.5 K.
Case Name
Base
Gr-C
AR-L1
AR-L2
AR-H
θ-45
θ-90
Ub -3

∆Tw,max
(K)
+ 2.0
- 1.4
- 0.6
+ 2.6
+ 2.4
- 3.0
- 1.2

∆Tgr,max
(K)
- 8.0
-3.6
- 1.8
+ 0.6
- 2.9

∆Tr,max
(K)
- 2.6
- 6.9

air at roof level. Local wind speed and direction, on the other hand, strongly affect
convective heat transfer from the roof. More interestingly, the alignment of heated
street canyon with respect to the wind direction affects the wall temperature (more
pronouncedly in the morning hours), and therefore the air conditioning energy use by
the building (case #7). Additionally, in a high canyon built-up density the effects of
wind speed and direction on the ground temperature are less significant.

3.5

Conclusions
CFD simulations of the urban environment are performed to investigate the

relative importance of various design parameters including geometrical characteristic
and surface albedo, as well as local weather conditions, on urban facet temperature
and energy balance. Simulations are performed for a clear summer day which exhibits
the strongest solar forcing and therefore present the most expressed differences in
surface temperature variability and sensitivity at the coastal site at a latitude of 33 ◦ .
An idealized configuration of buildings is considered. The range of built-up density
analyzed falls between open low-rise to compact mid-rise urban zones as classified by
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Stewart and Oke [40]. A realistic representation of three-dimensional thermal forcing
is achieved by considering the inter-building and ground shadowing. The diurnal
variation of urban surface temperatures and heat fluxes are analyzed.
As also highlighted by Yaghoobian and Kleissl (2012) [26], our results demonstrate a strong interaction between urban surface temperatures and ground surface
materials as well as canopy height-to-width ratio. As the main cause of the urban
heat island is the modification of the land surface by urban development [41], it is
of great importance to analyze impacts of urban materials that are engineered to
reverse urban heat island effects. Sensitivity of the results to ground surface albedo
(represented by asphalt and concrete) is investigated and found to have the most
influence among studied parameters. The substantial reduction in shortwave radiation
reflected from ground results in significantly lower ground temperature and higher
wall temperatures. The increase in wall temperature directly affects air temperature,
UHI intensity and therefore the energy use since typically, electricity demand in cities
increases by 2 to 4% for each 1◦ C increase in air temperature. Sensitivity analyses of
aspect ratio shows that the ground and wall temperatures increase with increasing
canopy height-to-width ratio. The ground and wall temperature difference for small
versus large H/W is larger at night than during the day and is more apparent when the
bulk wind speed is smaller. The effect of aspect ratio on the thermal environment and
convection from urban surfaces is also tangible. In summary, land cover modification,
larger aspect ratio, and smaller reflectance from ground surface, all are downfalls of
urbanization and promote Urban Surface Temperature Heat Islands.
To further investigate the effect of geometrical characteristics of urban areas,
different wind directions and speeds are simulated. For large canopy height-to-width
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ratio wind speed near the ground is less dependent on bulk wind direction and speed,
and ground temperature is mostly dependent on the amount of incident radiation
and not bulk wind speed. For wall surfaces, we observe that only in the morning
wind direction has a large effect on average wall temperature since wind speed at
the heated (east) wall changes dramatically for along-wind versus cross-wind canyons.
Consequently sensible heat flux from wall surfaces is affected as also demonstrated
in [29]. However, during the rest of the day the heterogeneity in wall temperature
is smaller and solar radiation and buoyant forcing become more dominant than
momentum forcing, thus reducing the effect of the wall orientation and wind direction.
For instance, the east wall is changed from a low-wind area in the lee of the building
to having wind direction aligned to its surface on the sides of the streamwise canyon
as the wind direction turns θ = 90◦ . This affects the superposition of mechanical and
thermal forcing and consequently sensible heat flux from wall surfaces. As expected,
roof surface temperature responds most strongly to the bulk wind speed and angle.
This paper demonstrates the strong interaction between turbulent flow and
thermal fields and the necessity of dynamic-coupling of these forcings in numerical
simulations of the urban environments (as also investigated in [27],[28],[29]). On
the other hand, modeling of the diurnal variation of direct shortwave radiation and
the resulting non-uniform heating of urban surfaces yields more accurate of urban
micro-climate analysis, and building energy load calculations.
The generality of geometry and mesh generation in a commercial CFD code
simplifies the extension of the present simulations to more realistic urban settings
in the future. However, the numerical model also imposes a variety of restrictions
and requires larger computational resources than more specialized academic codes.
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More accurate results of the urban flow could be achieved by utilizing more advanced
turbulence representations such as Large Eddy Simulations. The correction of nonphysical accumulation of heat in the periodic boundary conditions also requires further
attention. This problem is commonly addressed through two approaches: 1) A constant
temperature boundary condition at the top of the domain , 2) a constant inflow
temperature boundary condition. Since we simulate a diurnal cycle the temperature
boundary condition is slowly changing following the TMY3 air temperature. We
apply (2) for computational simplicity, but at the cost of unphysical temperature
fields downstream of the inlet. Further research is required to dynamically update the
temperature at top or inlet boundary to achieve a desired setpoint temperature in the
domain while allowing the flow and thermal field to evolve dynamically.
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Chapter 4
Realistic Urban Heating and Wind
Flow: Air Exchange and Street
Ventillation

4.1

Introduction
The world is currently experiencing the largest wave of urbanization in history.

According to the 2011 World Urbanization Prospects [1], more than 78% of the population in developed countries already lives in urban areas and the fraction is expected
to increase worldwide. As urbanization progresses, microclimate modifications are
aggravated in various ways [2–4] and Urban Heat Island effects become more prevalent [5]. The progressive replacement of natural surfaces by impervious materials and
buildings modifies regional morphology and land cover. The urban radiation balance
is altered by the reflection and obstruction of solar radiation as well as the reduction of
thermal radiation losses due to small sky view factors [5]. Building roughness provides
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a momentum sink and causes wind sheltering within street canyons. The contrast
between the urban and undisturbed climates is further enhanced by the input of
anthropogenic heat, moisture and pollutants into the atmosphere by human activities
[6]. Therefore, it is essential that we develop more sophisticated and comprehensive
methods of urban thermal and flow analysis in order to investigate the combined effect
of various urban climate processes.
Thermal forcing plays an important role in determining flow patterns and
turbulent transport in built environments [7, 8]. Various surface controls that affect
the dynamic thermal and flow field behavior are widely documented in the literature
(through numerical modeling or wind tunnel experiments) and are mostly categorized
in 4 major factors: 1) building canyon geometry and configuration [9–12], 2) surface
thermal properties [13–15], 3) ambient wind speed and direction [15, 16], and 4) distribution and strength of surface heating with respect to the ambient wind [17–22]. When
the building facades are heated by solar radiation during the day, buoyancy enhances
turbulence [23], and the combination of buoyancy and inertial forces governs the heat
and mass removal from the street canyon. For example, when the windward wall is
warmer than the air, the upward buoyancy flux opposes the downward mechanical
advection in the building canyon, and the flow structure in the building cavity adjusts
to these counteracting effects.
It is essential to also recognize the three-dimensional (3D) nature of the urban
canopy, including the interaction between buildings under non-idealized conditions
[24]. For example, variation of solar position and insolation throughout the day result
in 3D heterogeneous distribution of thermal forcing on urban facets. Non-uniform, 3D
surface heating is not commonly considered in the literature. Since the solar irradiance
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field is not realistic the flow field within and above the canopy is also not expected to
represent real conditions. To address this shortcoming, non-uniform thermal forcing
and its 3D effect on urban flow field will be investigated.
Convective heat transfer coefficients (CHTCs) at exterior building surfaces
determine turbulent heat fluxes and therefore affect building thermal loads and energy
demands, canopy air exchange and pollutant dispersion. Empirical CHTC correlations
for external urban surfaces have been evaluated using field measurements [25–30] and
wind tunnel experiments [18],[22],[31]. However, due to wind direction variability and
complex canopy roughness especially in field experiments, the flow field and therefore
the CHTC are very sensitive to the boundary conditions and inconsistencies between
measurement campaigns were found [32–34]. Wall resolving Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) avoids the need to model Convective Heat Transfer Coefficients at
external building surfaces [35–38]. However, the computational cost for simulations
at realistic Reynolds numbers and over the diurnal cycle is too large. Consequently,
simplified correlations are used to calculate or impose the value of CHTC. This
results in large discrepancies among some of the widely used building simulation tools
as reported by [39] and [40]. The latter suggests 20% to 40% difference in energy
demands with different choice of Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient. Furthermore,
non-uniform and dynamic surface heating and associated changes in the flow field
motivate the investigation of spatio-temporal distributions of CHTCs.
The air removal, or the capacity of the street canyon to ”ventilate” itself, has a
critical role on air quality, city breathability [41] and therefore quality of life of urban
dwellers. Urban airflow and pollutant transport has received significant attention
and several parameters have been introduced to quantify the ventilation performance.
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Liu et al ([42] and [43]) considered the roof-level fluctuating vertical velocity as the
sole responsible mechanism for air removal and pollutant dilution in the 2D street
canyon. The Air Exchange Rate (ACH) was introduced by Liu et al [44] to represent
the volumetric air per unit time that is exchanged from the street canyon to the
surrounding atmosphere. ACH was applied to compare the ventilation efficiency of
street canyons [45–48]. The differential heating of building surfaces can also influence
the exchange of air and pollutants [8]. Yet, numerical investigations on the effect of
buoyancy on canyon ventilation have been relatively rare ([20],[46],[49]) and focused on
idealized uniform surface heating scenarios. It is expected that non-uniform heating,
significantly affects the air exchange rate.
In this paper, numerical fluid flow and heat transfer simulations of a threedimensional (3D) urban environment are performed using the finite volume solver
ANSYS/FLUENT 14.5. CFD simulation of urban microclimate is shown to be a
powerful tool that can accurately model the urban thermal environment, as well as
providing the possibility for comparative analysis [50]. Several studies demonstrated
the importance of including shortwave and longwave radiation on accurately predicting
the urban thermal environment and UHI effects in real urban configurations [50–53],
however detailed analysis on the effect of thermal forcing on the local (street-scale)
flow field is scarce. In this study an idealized compact low-rise geometry is used
for generality [54], and the focus is on the detailed study of the determinants of
urban thermal and flow environments. Accordingly, the main objective is to analyze
the impact of non-uniform thermal forcing caused by varying incidence angles of
direct beam shortwave radiation and shading effects between buildings on mean flow,
turbulence statistics, temperatures, and canyon ventilation. Our model also extends
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previous urban analysis of CHTCs through a dynamic coupling of heat transfer and
fluid flow in a 3D street-scale urban environment. The differential thermal forcing in
the building canyon is parameterized through a new potentially universal dimensionless
Richardson number. Additionally, more advanced numerical modeling of turbulent
flow (Large Eddy Simulation) is performed to improve the accuracy in the state
variables and fluxes compared to RANS.
Section 4.2 of the present paper explains the simulation setup, including the
model description, numerical methods, grid dependency, and test cases. Different
turbulence models are compared and results are validated against experimental measurements in Section 4.3. The relative importance of momentum versus buoyancy
forcing is characterized by defining two different Richardson numbers as explained in
Section 4.4.2. Results and discussions are further subdivided in three sections: the
impact of three-dimensional non-uniform heating on mean flow field is analyzed in
section 4.4.3, followed by the analysis of CHTC distribution on building walls (Section
4.4.4), and street canyon ventilation is studied by means of 3D Air Exchange Rate in
Section 4.4.5. Conclusions are presented in section 4.5.

4.2
4.2.1

Methods
Model Description
The geometry consists of a matrix of 3x3 equally-spaced buildings with canyon

aspect ratio of 1 (AR = Height-to-Width ratio), situated on top of multiple soil layers
(Fig. 4.1). This configuration results in a roughness plan aspect ratio λp = Ap /AT
of 0.25, where Ap is the plan area of roughness elements relative to the total surface
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Figure 4.1: Left: Absorbed solar heat flux (Sabs ) in W m−2 in the computational
domain for ground surface albedo of 0.18 at 1500 LST on June 21st. Right: X-Z view
at plane Y/H =0 with locations where vertical profiles are analyzed. A: Above center
building X/H =0, Y/H =0, B: Downwind halfway between buildings X/H =1, Y/H =0, C:
Center-line street canyon X/H =0, Y/H =1.

area AT . The configuration density is classified as the ”compact low-rise” areas in
the local climate zone (LCZ) classification by Stewart and Oke [54]. The streamwise,
spanwise and vertical coordinates are denoted by x, y and z, respectively. To achieve
a fully-developed flow field, periodic boundary conditions are used in stream and
span-wise directions and a no-shear velocity condition is applied at the domain top
(6H). Nazarian and Kleissl ([15]) performed domain size sensitivity tests with RANS
and concluded that larger domain heights do not affect the results, consistent with
[55] who suggested a domain height of 4H.
The dynamic coupling of flow field and heat transfer is taken into account by
simultaneously solving the Navier Stokes equations, energy equation, and Discrete
Ordinate non-gray radiation model by [56] in the fluid domain. Natural convection
from the heated surfaces and buoyancy effects on the flow are considered and the
Boussinesq approximation is used for density. The shortwave radiation (S) is calculated
using a solar ray tracing algorithm provided in ANSYS/FLUENT [57] that simulates
direct solar radiation and shading by buildings. S is applied to the energy equation
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as a source term for each cell and is the primary driver of non-uniform heating of
building and ground surfaces. This approach is more realistic than forcing constant
non-uniform heat flux on urban surfaces, as other energy balance components are
coupled to S. The unsteady conduction heat flux (Qc ) into the thermally massive
soil layers is calculated at the ground surface, while the 1D steady heat conduction
equation is solved to calculate the external surface temperature of buildings. The
thermal properties of soil layers and ground and wall surfaces are as in Nazarian and
Kleissl ([15]) and summarized in Appendix A. A constant sky radiation temperature of
255 K is set at the upper boundary of the computational domain to simulate longwave
radiation from clear sky conditions. A constant temperature boundary condition (295
K) is used at the external solid surfaces of the domain (the base of the deepest soil layer
and the internal surface temperature in roofs and walls) as input to the conduction
heat flux calculation from the solid layers. While periodic boundary conditions are
considered for the velocities, the inflow air temperature Ta is forced to be homogeneous
and to follow the TMY3 diurnal cycle.

4.2.2

Turbulence Modeling and Numerical Methods
The unstructured finite volume solver ANSYS FLUENT 14.5 is applied with a

constant time step of 0.1 s resulting in average CFL numbers of 0.3 and maximum
CFL numbers of 1-1.1 observed locally in areas of high velocity. After a detailed
comparison and validation of various turbulence models (section 4.3), Large Eddy
Simulation and Algebraic Wall-Modeled subgrid-scale model (WMLES) is chosen and
used with near wall treatment by Werner and Wengle [58] (Section 4.3). The numerical
method is described in detail in Nazarian and Kleissl ([15]) and the key points are
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restated here. A detailed description of the Large Eddy Simulation model (LES) and
Algebraic Wall-Modeled LES Model (WMLES) can be found in Appendix A-C. In the
following simulations urban surfaces are considered smooth and the effect of building
surface roughness is not included in this study due to the limitation imposed by the
ANSYS/FLUENT software that does not allow specifying roughness length when
WMLES is used combined with the near wall treatment of Werner and Wengle [58].

4.2.3

Mesh Configuration and Grid Dependency Analysis
The 3D Cartesian grids are built with ANSYS 14.5 resolving each cube cavity

with 16 cells in all directions. The grid dependency is tested for the computational
domain described in 4.2.1 (3 × 3 matrix of building with AR=1 and domain height of
6H). Three structured grid systems as described in Table 4.1 are used. Computing
resources limited the range of grid points for the grid dependency analysis. The
2H × 2H × 6H subchannel unit of the computational domain (Figure 4.2) consists of
32 × 32 × 52 control volumes in the flow along the x, y and z directions, respectively
for the coarse grid (Base case shown in Table 4.1). The entire domain contains 9
(3 × 3) times the area shown in Figure 4.2 or 723,600 cells (including 75,000 cells for
the soil layers) in the Base case. The high resolution (HR) cases contain 40× 40 × 52
control volumes and in case HR-NWR, grids are more refined close to the building
walls and ground surfaces to achieve smaller dimensionless wall distance (z+ ), which
results in better resolution of the energy-containing scales near the wall, but also grid
cells with larger aspect-ratio (pencil-like grids) further away from the wall.

Vertical profiles of mean streamwise velocity and streamwise and spanwise
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Table 4.1: “HR” stands for “high resolution” and “NWR” refers to near-wall resolution.
To obtain the total number of grid points multiply Nx and Ny by 6.

Case

Base
HR
HR-NWR

Nx
(per
2H)
32
40
40

Ny
(per
2H)
32
40
40

Nz

z+

52
52
52

120
80
30

Figure 4.2: Subsection of the computational grids (2Hx2H) in the x-z plane around the
building canyon for the Base case (Table 4.1).

velocity variances are compared for different grid resolutions. Downstream of the
cube (Location B in Figure 4.1) refining grids in the horizontal directions does not
significantly affect the profile of mean velocity and mean temperature (Base versus
HR in Figure 4.3). The largest Mean Average Percentage Error (MAPE) is observed
for the variance of streamwise velocity in Base case with HR at MAPE = 7%. For the
HR-NWR case, results away from the wall are affected by the large aspect-ratio in
this region, as also observed by Niceno et al 2002 ([18]). Similar independence to grid
resolution and near-wall refinement was observed at the locations A and C and can
be attributed to the robust near-wall approach by Werner and Wengle [58] and the
WMLES SGS model used. Therefore the computational grid of the Base case is the
best compromise between accuracy and computational cost and used for the following
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simulations.

Figure 4.3: Vertical profiles of mean velocity and velocity variances at Location B (Fig.
4.1) and different grids (Tab. 4.1).

4.2.4

Simulation Cases During the Diurnal Cycle
Simulations are conducted for steady-state weather conditions at 06, 08, 10,

12, 14, 16, 18 PST on a clear summer day in San Diego (June 21), and initialized
with temperature and wind forcing data using Typical Meteorological Year (TMY3
file for Miramar NAS) data and the solar load model of the corresponding hour. The
bulk velocity Ub is forced to be the average wind speed in the Typical Meteorological
Year (TMY3) data at a representative coastal urban weather station in southern
California (San Diego Miramar NAS, 32◦ 520 N, 117◦ 090 W). In the streamwise direction
a corresponding mass flow rate is specified and the Reynolds number based on the
cube height ReH = Ub H/ν is 5.2 × 105 . To confirm that a quasi-steady state (tqs ) was
reached before data collection commenced, resolved and normalized resolved turbulent
kinetic energy (k + =

k
)
u2τ

averaged over the whole domain was monitored as a function

of time, where k is the turbulent kinetic energy and uτ is the friction velocity near
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ground. The sampling time for computing time averages is set to 1500 s time interval,
which is at least 15 times the Lagrangian integral time scale (tL ) and then output is
sampled every 10 time steps (1s) .

4.3

Validation and Turbulence Model Comparison
In order to choose and validate the appropriate turbulence model provided in

FLUENT, Detached Eddy Simulations (DES), and Large Eddy Simulations (LES) are
compared to an experiment by Meinders [59] and the LES simulation of Niceno et al
[18]. The standard Smagorinsky subgrid-scale model was used in [18], and the first
grid point was at z + ≈ 1.
The experimental measurements by Meinders [59] were conducted for a heated
cube placed in an equidistantly spaced matrix of wall-mounted cubes in a wind tunnel.
The center-to-center distance between cubes are 4H, were H is the height of the cubes.
The height of the channel is 3.4H.
The subchannel unit of dimension 4H × 4H × 3.4H is chosen as the computational domain and periodic boundary condition are applied for the streamwise
and spanwise directions, x and y, respectively, consistent with the LES simulation in
Niceno et al [18]. However, since only the center cube is heated in Meinders, periodic
boundary conditions are not applied for temperature; instead the inlet temperature
is fixed to 20◦ C. No slip and 20◦ C boundary conditions is also applied for channel
floor and domain top. The center cube is heated using a constant-temperature core
(75◦ C) covered with a thin layer of 0.1 H thickness and thermal conductivity of 0.24 W
m−1 K−1 . In our simulation the cube thickness is not resolved by grids; instead the 1D
steady heat conduction equation is used to calculate the external surface temperature.
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The computations were performed at a Reynolds number based on the cube height
of ReH = Ub H/ν= 3,854, and a corresponding mass flow rate is specified in the
stream-wise direction.
Table 4.2: List and acronyms and reference for turbulence models used in the intercomparison.
LES DS
LES WMLES
DDES SA
DDES Ke-R

Large Eddy Simulation with Dynamic
Smagorinsky Subgrid-Scale Model
Large Eddy Simulation with Algebraic Wall
Subgrid-Scale Model
Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation based on
Spalart-Allmaras
Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation based on
k −  Realizable

Germano [60]
Shur et al. [61]
Spalart et al [62]
-

The turbulence models are described briefly in sections 4.2.2 and Appendix
B-C. Large Eddy Simulation with two different SGS models and two different Delayed
Detached Eddy Simulation models are used in this comparison as summarized in
Table 4.2. Since Heidarzadeh et al. [38] found that WALE (Wall-adapting local eddy
viscosity) models were inferior to DDES models in FLUENT simulations of convective
heat transfer over a wall mounted cubes, the WALE model is not included in this
comparison.
Figures 4.4 shows the vertical profile of time-averaged normalized streamwise
velocity and the normalized streamwise and spanwise velocity variances in the canyon
downwind of the heated building. URANS models are also compared but not included
here as they were shown to be inadequate in predicting the velocity fluctuation and
other turbulent parameters especially in the canyon region. The Algebraic WallModeled Large Eddy Simulation (WMLES) model with near-wall treatment is closest
to the experimental data, and this is also observed at the other locations (not shown).
The vertical profile of streamwise velocity is captured well, especially in the region
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Figure 4.4: Top: Vertical profiles of mean velocity and velocity variances at Location
B (Fig. 4.1) and different turbulence models (Tab 4.2). Bottom: Distribution of the
normalized surface temperature along the path ABCD.

close to the wall. On the other hand, the larger vertical grid spacing above the
buildings results in larger cell aspect-ratio (pencil-like cells) and negatively influenced
the accuracy in this region. Nevertheless the agreement of WMLES results with
experimental data for both mean and variance of the streamwise velocity is improved
compared to Niceno et al [18], while the spanwise variance is slightly less accurate
between 1 < z/H > 1.5. The calculated temperature of the building surfaces is also
validated following the same methodology and it is concluded (Figure 4.4) that LES
models with Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) of 7-8.5 percent outperform
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the DDES model (MAPE of 12.3 percent for DDES Ke-R) on their prediction of
urban surface temperatures. The WMLES results are in close agreement with the
experimental data in the center sections of the building surfaces, while larger errors
exist near the edge of the cubes. The deviation can be attributed to the following
reasons. First, a near-wall resolution of y+ of 1 is recommended by Niceno et al. [18]
to accurately represent the near surface fields. In our validation study, the y+ ranges
from 5-15, and the maximum occurs at the corners, specifically at the corner of the
windward wall. Therefore lower resolution can contribute to the deviation of surface
temperature at these locations. Additionally, the temperature boundary condition at
the channel floor and domain top is set to be constant in the CFD simulation, while
heterogeneity may exist in the experiment as these temperatures are not controlled.

Figure 4.5: Vertical profile of normalized temperature (T − Ta )/(Tg − Ta ) at Location B
(Fig. 4.1) for WMLES model.

For a more comprehensive validation of simulated temperature, the experimental
data from Uehara et al. [11] have been used (similar to previous studies by Xie et al.,
[46]; Park et al., [21]; and Santiago et al. [63]). The experimental configuration is so
that the temperature of the ground is higher than the ambient air temperature. The
simulations are conducted for a bulk Richardson number (Rib = gH(Ta − Tg )/Ta Ub2 ) of
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-0.21, where Tg is the canyon floor temperature. Here, this configuration is modelled
with the same resolution and same geometrical simulation setup as in Section 3 to
validate the model under the same conditions as in the simulations used to produce
the results for this paper. The temperature profile calculated with the LES in this
study (NK2015 in Figure 4.5) shows improved accuracy compared to the RANS
simulation of Santiago et al. [63], with normalized mean square error (NMSE) of
0.97×10−2 compared to NMSE value of 1.3×10−2 in [63]. The temperature profile is
well reproduced in the street canyon with MAPE of 9 percent, while the temperature is
underestimated above the building height and close to the floor and can be attributed
to the grid resolution in the boundary layer region as discussed before.

4.4
4.4.1

Results
Thermal Forcing in the Canyon
Previous studies pointed to the importance of thermal forcing on microclimate,

but limited their evaluation to uniform heating of merely one surface, which is unlikely
in realistic conditions. The significance of three-dimensional non-uniform heating is
analyzed in this section. For reference, a neutral case (called ”N” onward) is simulated
where the solar forcing is zero and the temperature of all surfaces is equal to the inlet
air temperature at 288.4 K.
The sunlit wall configuration and solar heat flux intensity depends on time,
location, and street canyon geometry. Figure 4.6 shows time-averaged snapshots at
different Time of Day (ToD) of non-uniform surface temperature on building walls.
Results in the right column of the figure are averaged over the H ×H ×H volume
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downwind of the center building in the spanwise canyon, hereonafter referred to as
”Building Canyon” and indicates the non-uniform ground heating in the spanwise
canyon. At 0600 and 0800 PST, the leeward wall of the building is partially heated,
while the magnitude of solar heating and the ratio of the heated to overall wall surface
at 0800 PST is significantly larger. From 0800 to 1000 PST, the transition from
non-uniform to uniform leeward heating occurs, and the ground surface in the building
canyon is also partially subjected to solar heating (shown in the right column). Solar
heating is near uniform and mostly restricted to the ground and roof surfaces at noon
(solar noon is at 1150 PST). Afterwards, wall heating transitions to windward and
the magnitude of solar insolation and ratio of the heated wall decrease from 1400 to
1800 PST. The ground surface in the streamwise canyon (E-W outside the building
canyon) and roof surfaces encounter only minor shadowing throughout the day, except
for 0600 and 1800 PST when the solar altitude is low. Additionally, roof heating is
significantly larger than uniform wall heating at 1000 and 1400 PST. Similar to east
and west walls, north and south walls also go through heating transition, affecting the
flow structure and temperature distribution in the building canyon.

4.4.2

Characterizing Momentum Versus Buoyancy Forcing
Traditionally, the bulk Richardson number calculated based on the vertical

temperature gradient is used to quantify the thermal instability in the street canyon.
Few studies (including [63]) used the total surface heat flux for calculating the buoyancy
parameter. The characteristics of the thermally stratified flow also depend on the
canyon aspect ratio. Fernando et al [64] assumed that

∂u
∂x

∼

∂w
∂z

and showed that

the defined buoyancy parameter becomes proportional to the reciprocal of aspect
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ratio squared (W/H)2 for a 2D canyon. Additionally, Dallman et al [65] introduced
a non-dimensional buoyancy parameter, B, considering the canyon aspect ratio and
temperature difference between walls; however this buoyancy parameter does not
distinguish the directionality of the temperature gradient. Using CFD of a 2D street
canyon, Magnusson et al [66] also concluded that the results are dependent on the
canyon aspect ratio as B varies, despite the fact that AR is included in the buoyancy
parameter, B.
As of yet, the methods to characterize thermal forcing neglect the horizontal
temperature gradient, and fall short in comprehensive characterization of the flow.
Here we define two non-dimensional numbers to convey more information about the
directionality of thermal forcing in relationship to the canyon vortex in addition to the
bulk vertical instability in the canyon. Canyon aspect ratio appears in the definition
of horizontal Richardson number, however the effect of geometry is not analyzed in
this paper.
The bulk Richardson number, Riv , indicates the atmospheric stability in the
vertical direction

Riv =

gH (TH − Tg )
,
(Ub2 )
Ta

(4.1)

where g = 9.81 ms−1 is the gravitational acceleration, TH is the air temperature at
roof level, Tg is the temperature of the ground surface inside the building canyon
(Fig. 4.6), Ta is the inflow air temperature, and Ub is the bulk wind velocity in the
streamwise direction. Tg and TH are averaged over the building canyon and in time
(the two spanwise canyons downwind and upwind of the center building as described
in Section 4.4.2).
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0600

0800

1000

1200

1400

1600

1800
Figure 4.6: Schematic of surface temperature distribution at building walls at different
Times of Day (ToD). The three dimensional geometry of buildings and the spanwise canyon
between them is shown on the top left; with the red square indicating the vertical plane
at the center of the building canyon. The right column displays sunlit surfaces in that
plane including the ground surface which is not shown in the left column and can be used
as a reference for following figures. The dashed square in the top left figure indicates the
horizontal plane at z/H = 0.5 used later.
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However, since the orientation of the heated wall affects the flow field inside
the canyon, bulk Richardson number is not sufficient to characterize the flow field.
In the micro-climate of the urban canyon, the temperature gradients in horizontal
directions ( ∂T
and
∂x

∂T
∂y

in the span-wise and stream-wise canyon, respectively), as well

as the wind direction are expected to impact the strength of the canyon vortex. In the
building canyon with wind direction as shown in Figure 4.1, the ratio of these terms
forms a new buoyancy parameter as

Rih =
=

g (TL −TW )
Ta
W
Ub2
H2

(4.2)

gH (TL − TW ) H
,
Ub2
Ta
W

(4.3)

g ∂T
T ∂x
( ∂U
)2
∂z

∼

where TW and TL are the averaged surface temperature on windward and leeward walls
(here west and east), respectively. Rih therefore indicates the effect of differential solar
heating and also incorporates the effect of canyon aspect ratio H/W . Additionally, if
the wind direction is not aligned with the streamwise canyon, bulk velocity (Ub ) should
be multiplied by cosα, where α is the deviation angle (in the clockwise direction) from
the stream-wise canyon. Rih combined with the commonly used bulk Richardson
number Riv introduces a new potential way of comprehensively characterizing the
flow under realistic surface heating.
Figure 4.7 shows the variation of Riv and Rih . Riv ranges from -0.1 to -0.21
under unstable conditions between 0600 to 1800 PST, which is in the range of values
reported by Nakamura and Oke [7] in urban field observations. The magnitude of Riv
peaks at 1200 PST when ground heating peaks. The diurnal cycle of Riv deviates from
what would be expected in reality for the following reason. The inlet air temperature,
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Figure 4.7: Richardson number variation with Time of Day (ToD). Blue solid line
represents the vertical Richardson number (Riv ) corresponding to the left vertical axis,
and black dashed line shows the horizontal Richardson number (Rih ) corresponding to the
right axis.

Ta , is set to the hourly air temperature from TMY3 data, and Tg follows the same
diurnal pattern as Ta (not shown). This is partially an artifact of our simulation setup;
steady-state simulations at different ToD ignore prior heat storage in the ground that
cause Tg to exhibit a greater amplitude than Ta in reality. However, our simulation
setup allows us to focus on the effect on thermal forcing due to solar insolation
only, and not to combine the additional effect of ground thermal inertia especially in
afternoon hours. At 0600 and 1800 PST, in the absence of roof heating Tg is relatively
warmer than TH compared to 0800 and 1600 PST, resulting in larger atmospheric
instability. There is some asymmetry in the graph due to the solar noon occurring
before 1200 PST.
The Rih exhibits large variations with ToD. The sign of the Rih indicates
whether the canyon is subject to windward or leeward heating as a result of solar
azimuth changes. The sign of Rih changes after 1200 PST while its magnitude is
symmetrical about noon. Rih peaks when the temperature gradient between building
walls reaches its maximum. Riv and Rih are both zero for the neutral case (N).
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4.4.3

Flow and Thermal Field in the Building Canyon
The flow and heat transport as influenced by the three-dimensional non-uniform

heating is analyzed. This section is structured as follows. First, the effect of 3D
thermal forcing on air temperature inside the canyon is analyzed (see Fig. 4.8 and
4.9 later). Then, the flow field and the canyon vortex are compared at different ToD,
through vector and contour plots of time-averaged velocity components as well as
pressure fields in the spanwise (N-S) and streamwise (E-W) cross sections (Figs. 4.10
- 4.13). Lastly, time-averaged turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) is calculated in order
to measure the intensity of turbulence as effected by combined forcing of buoyancy
and shear (Fig. 4.14). The results are calculated at the vertical and horizontal plane
in the center of the spanwise canyon (red and dashed squares, respectively, in Fig.
4.6) and time-averaged over 1500 s corresponding to at least 15 times the integral
time scale (Section 4.2.4). The results are also compared with previous studies with
uniform heating of one or two urban surfaces in 2-D and 3-D canyons.
The effect of wall heating on air temperature inside the building canyon is
shown in Figure 4.8 and 4.9. The spatial distribution of air temperature in the vertical
plane (Fig. 4.8) demonstrate the transition from leeward (E-Facing) to windward
(W-Facing) heating in addition to effects originating from the roof, while the results
in horizontal cross sections (Fig. 4.9) allow the study of thermal forcing from the
streamwise street canyon. At 1200 PST, the heat advected from the roof surface causes
a larger temperature increase in the canyon than the convection from the ground (Fig.
4.8). Additionally, at 1200 PST the south-facing wall is warmest due to the southerly
sun position and heat is advected into the spanwise canyon from the south (Fig. 4.9 1200 PST). Therefore air temperature and flow field (described in more detail below)
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at 1200 PST deviates from the widely studied case of canyon ground heating (for
example [17] and [22]).
The distinction between leeward versus windward wall heating is also apparent
on the air temperature inside the building canyon. When the leeward wall is heated
at 0800 and 1000 PST, elevated temperatures are more concentrated near the leeward
wall and the heat is primarily transported vertically. For example at 0800 and 1000
PST the leeward heating adds to the effect of roof heating in heating the air at the top
of the canyon, while the effect of partial ground heating at 1000 PST is less significant.
In the windward heating cases, however, higher air temperature is observed within
the canyon suggesting enhanced heat transfer and mixing inside the canyon (Fig.
4.9). This behavior is also reported in the study by Cai et al. [67] that analyzed the
combined effect of uniform roof and wall heating in a 2-D canyon.
The contour plots of mean velocity magnitude superimposed by velocity vectors
are shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, followed by the plots of static pressure (Figs. 4.12
and 4.13). Throughout the day, only one vortex is observed in the vertical plane and
the vortex center is located above z/H = 0.75. While the windward wall is strongly
heated in the afternoon (Rih = 0.79 and 0.83 at 1400 and 1600 PST, respectively) the
thermal forcing from the heated wall is not enough to create a secondary vortex in
the 3-D canyon. Our finding of a single vortex is consistent with field measurement of
Offerle et al [68] who did not observe a secondary vortex near the windward wall as
reported in previous numerical studies. The wind tunnel experiment of Allegrini et al
[22] and numerical simulation by Kim and Baik [17] that analyzed uniform ground
heating suggest that the vortex intensity increases with heating in canyons with small
aspect ratio (range of 1 to 1.2). In our simulations, building aspect ratio is in that
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Figure 4.8: Contour plots of the air temperature anomaly from the inlet air temperature
((T (x,¯z, t) − Ta (t))) at different ToD. Results are calculated at the vertical plane in the
building canyons (red square in Fig. 4.6) and time-averaged over 1500 s. The plots are
arranged such that axisymmetrically opposed horizontal thermal forcing, i.e. similar |Rih |
as at 1000 and 1400 PST, are in one column. The left column shows the neutral case (N)
and noon where wall heating is symmetric.
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Figure 4.9: Similar to Figure 4.8 for the horizontal cross section at z/H = 0.5 (dashed
square in Fig. 4.6).
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range (AR=1) and the temperature gradient between ground and air at roof level at
1200 PST is approximately 6 K (Riv =-0.2 and Rih =0). However, the vortex intensity
decreases at 1200 PST in contradiction with the uniform ground heating scenario
of [17] and [22]. We hypothesize that the presence of roof heating causes the vortex
intensity to decrease and the center location is shifted closer to the windward wall.
In comparison with the uniform ground/roof heating at 1200 PST and the
neutral case (N), two regimes are observed:
a) In near neutral conditions of 0600 and 1800 PST without significant roof or
ground heating, the flow structure is consistent with the neutral simulation (N) as
expected. The flow field in this regime is only affected by the strength and orientation
of the wall thermal forcing. While the vortex strength slightly increases for leeward
heating (0600 PST), the fact that the changes in the flow are minor at 0600 versus
1800 PST despite the large variation in Rih suggest a dominance of inertial over
buoyancy forcing. The weak effect may also be a result of the location of the heated
wall. While the Rih consider the average wall temperature, natural convection scales
with L3 and therefore the short section of heating (Fig. 4.6).
b) In unstable conditions between 0800 to 1600 PST the flow is consistent
with the 1200 PST simulation. The flow field in this regime is characterized by
the superposition of wall, ground and roof heating in both building canyon and the
streamwise canyon. Although the distinction between windward and leeward heating
is apparent in the temperature fields (Figure 4.8 and 4.9), apparently other factors
dominate the flow field as the vortex in Fig. 4.10 appears unchanged. For example,
throughout the day the ground in the streamwise (E-W) canyon is mostly unshaded.
However large velocity in the streamwise canyon results in larger convection therefore
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lower temperatures at the floor of the streamwise canyon and this effect is commonly
neglected in the literature. The effect of this temperature gradient in the spanwise
direction is then seen in the horizontal pressure gradient (Figure 4.13). Additionally,
the temperature difference between the air above the heated roof, and air at roof level
averaged inside the canyon is dynamic during the day. For windward wall heating
(Rih >0), larger horizontal (streamwise) temperature gradient exists at the roof level,
therefore a lower pressure gradient is observed inside the canyon (upper part of the
building canyon except for the top right corner) compared to the leeward heating
cases. This horizontal pressure gradient results in higher velocity at the roof level
and higher kinetic energy entering the building canyon in windward heating cases
(Rih >0). Therefore, while considering the wall forcing only a weaker vortex would be
expected, holistic consideration of the three-dimensional thermal forcing shows that
other effects dominate. However, the location of the canyon vortex is affected by the
wall heating. For leeward heating (Rih <0) the center of the canyon is closer to the
windward wall. We hypothesize that the cooler air towards the top of the canyon (Fig.
4.10, 0800 and 1000 PST versus 1600 and 1400 PST) is partially caused by buoyancy
from the leeward wall causing a weakening of the vertical pressure gradients near the
canyon top (Fig. 4.12) and therefore less flow into the canyon from the top.
Additionally, when comparing the mean vertical velocity for cases with symmetrically opposed wall heating (not shown), the downdraft velocity is smaller compared
to the neutral case at 1400 and 1600 PST due to windward heating that counteracts
momentum forcing. However, the downward vertical velocity is larger at 1400 and
1600 PST than during hours with leeward heating. This can again be explained by
the increase in vortex intensity due to the horizontal pressure gradient effect for the
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Figure 4.10: Contour of mean velocity magnitude normalized by bulk wind velocity, UŪb ,
overlaid by the mean velocity vector field at different ToD. Results are calculated at the
vertical plane in the building canyon and time-averaged over 1500 s.

windward heating cases that brings more momentum into the canyon. The region of
updraft velocity is also larger for negative Rih (leeward heating).
The three-dimensionality of thermal forcing is also apparent in horizontal cross
section of the building canyon (z/H = 0.5 in Fig. 4.11). Two counter-rotating vortices
are observed. While symmetrical in the neutral (N) case, the heat advected from
the warmer wall in the streamwise canyon (North or South, see also section 4.5 and
Fig. 4.6) affects the size and strength of the vortices in the horizontal plane. For
example, the north-facing wall is warmer at 0600 and 1800 PST and convection of
heat transported from the north wall creates a low pressure region in the streamwise
canyon that weakens the pressure differential to the spanwise canyon resulting in a
weaker north vortex. Similar albeit weaker behavior is observed at 0800 and 1600
PST (weak north wall heating, Fig. 4.6) as well as 1200 PST, when south wall heating
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Figure 4.11: Similar to Figure 4.10 at the horizontal cross section shown in figure 4.6.

affects the southern vortex. At 1000 and 1400 PST, however, strong east-west wall
heating in addition to ground heating seems to overcome the effect of the warm south
wall and the two vortices are more symmetrical. The asymmetric behavior of flow in
the horizontal plane is further analyzed in Section 4.4.5 in the context of air exchange
from the building canyon.
Figure 4.14 shows the contour plots of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) at the
central vertical plane of the cross-stream canyon. In all cases, the highest TKE is
observed in the area of large shear near the windward wall where the air enters the
building canyon from above. Even when shear ( du
) is smaller near the windward wall
dx
(0800 to 1600 in Fig. 4.10), TKE remains elevated there especially for the cases with
windward heating (1400 and 1600 PST), presumably due to intermittent (counter-flow)
buoyant updrafts. In leeward and ground heating cases, buoyancy acts in the same
direction as the flow, adding to the kinetic energy in the building canyon while the
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Figure 4.12: Contour plots of mean static pressure (Pa). Results are calculated at the
vertical plane (x-z) in the building canyons and time-averaged over 1500 s.

windward heating causes larger TKE near the heated wall due to opposing thermal and
momentum forcing. In the second regime (from 0800-1600 PST), the TKE inside the
canyon increases for windward, leeward and ground heating (in that order). Horizontal
cross-sections of TKE (not shown) support these conclusions.

4.4.4

Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient
The accurate evaluation of CHTCs on exterior building surfaces requires that

the grid is refined in the boundary-layer region in order to obtain y+ (dimensionless
wall distance) value of about 1 [36, 37]. However, due to the computational cost
associated with the low resolution of the LES, this requirement cannot be met in the
current study, therefore it is expected that the limited wall resolution may impact the
CHTC accuracy, especially in the areas near the edge of building walls (as shown by
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Figure 4.13: Contour plots of mean static pressure (Pa). Results are calculated at the
vertical plane (y-z) in the building canyons and time-averaged over 1500 s.
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Figure 4.14: Contour plots of Turbulent Kinetic Energy normalized by Ub2 with Time of
Day (ToD). Results are calculated at the vertical plane in the span-wise building canyons
(Fig. 4.6) and time-averaged over 1500 s. The plots are arranged such that axisymmetrically
opposed horizontal thermal forcing, i.e. similar |Rih | as at 1000 and 1400 PST, are in
one column. The left column shows the neutral case (N) and noon where wall heating is
symmetric.
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Figure 4.15: Local Nusselt number in the peripheral direction. For aesthetic reasons only
selected ToDs are shown.

Figure 4.4 in the Section 4.3). However, the relative variation of CHTC at different
times of day is presented to evaluate the sensitivity of CHTC to the non-uniform
surface heating. This evaluation can further improve our understanding on the relative
importance of thermal and momentum forcing inside the canyon on the outdoor
ventilation performance.
In this section, we analyze local Nusselt number distributions on the center
building (Fig. 4.1) under realistic wall heating. The non-dimensional parameter σ
is defined for measuring distance along building walls in the peripheral directions,
which is the distance from the South-West corner of the building moving around the
building walls in the clockwise direction (Fig. 4.15). CHTC is then averaged in the
vertical direction.
In general CHTC is larger in the west (windward) wall compared to east
(leeward) wall, but the difference depends on the ToD. For example, when the windward
wall is heated (1400 - 1800 PST), the associated buoyancy near the heated wall, in
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addition to the enhanced vortex strength due to the lower pressure gradient inside
the canyon, results in the largest CHTC at the windward wall, while reducing the
CHTC at the leeward wall. North and south walls have exhibit higher CHTC since
the velocity is higher in the stream-wise canyon. A diurnal cycle is evident where
ToDs with similar solar zenith angles and thus similar south wall insolation (e.g. 0800
and 1600) exhibit similar normalized CHTC on the South wall.
Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient (CHTC) at the roof surface (not shown)
is also influenced by the horizontal and vertical Richardson number (Rih and Riv ,
respectively). The CHTC at roof for neutral, 0600, and 1800 PST simulations is
smaller than at 1200 PST. Similarly, Nusselt number at roof level is higher for the
windward heating cases (positive Rih at 1400 and 1600 PST) compared to leeward
heating (negative Rih at 0800 and 1000 PST). For all cases, there is a local maximum
in CHTCs at the upwind edge of the roof surface, where there is a localized high
velocity.

4.4.5

Street Canyon Ventilation and Determinants of Dispersion
In this section, we examine the effect of non-uniform heating on air ventilation

of the urban canyon. The concept of Air Exchange Rate (ACH) was introduced by Liu
et al [44] and calculated as the area-weighted average of vertical velocity fluctuations
at roof-level. The removal or entry of air is indicated by positive (ACH+) or negative
(ACH-) air exchange rate, based on the direction of the fluctuating vertical velocity.
In 2D street canyons, roof-level ACH+ and ACH- balance due to the zero net vertical
flux across the top of the street canyon. For 3D street canyons, Sun et al [69] observed
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a balance of positive and negative ACH in each ventilating face in the absence of
buoyant forcing. However, when considering the asymmetrical thermal forcing of
street canyons during daytime, air exchange through the different ventilating faces of
the building canyon is likely unbalanced and unsteady (please refer to Figure 4.11 and
the explanation on flow field in the horizontal cross section in section 4.4.3). Applying
kinetic (mass) balance in the 3D street canyon, 3D-ACH is defined by sum of air
exchange rates along the top and sides of the canyon as

< ACH > = < ACHtop > + < ACHsides > ,

(4.4)

where the overbar represents temporal averaging and the brackets spatial averaging as
RR

w+ dxdy
,
Atop
RR
v± dxdz
< ACHside± > =
.
Aside
< ACHtop > =

(4.5)
(4.6)

Here only velocities exiting the canyon are considered, i.e. w+ are positive vertical
velocities along the top plane and according to the orientation of the side plane,
the sign of spanwise velocity (v) differs to represent air removal from the canyon.
Atop = Aside = H 2 are the areas of top and side of the urban canyon (Fig. 4.16).
To analyze the relative effects of mean flow and fluctuations on air removal from
the building canyon, ACH is calculated both using the velocity and local velocity
fluctuations (e.g. v 0 = v − v) and referred to as ACHw and ACHw0 , respectively.
As additional measures of dispersion, turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and
kinetic energy are calculated and averaged over the cross-stream canyon.
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Figure 4.16: a) Contour of instantaneous temperature on urban surfaces (colorbar),
overlaid by velocity vectors at the top and the side planes of the cross-stream canyon
building space. Velocity vectors are colored based on their ventilating face. b) A sketch of
the variables used to calculate the air exchange rates between the cross-stream canyon and
the surrounding atmosphere.

(u0 2 + v 0 2 + w0 2 )dxdydz
VBC
RRR 2
(u + v 2 + w2 )dxdydz
< KE > =
VBC
RRR

< TKE > =

(4.7)
(4.8)

VBC in the above equations is the volume of the space between two buildings.
Figure 4.17 shows the variation of air exchange rate and kinetic energy with
time, normalized with Ub . In comparison with the neutral case (N), thermal forcing
generally increases the ACH, but by less than 10% and ACH is actually smaller at
1200 PST. The air exchange rate induced by velocity fluctuations (ACHw0 ) is only
10% smaller than the total air exchange rate (ACHw ), indicating the dominant effect
of turbulence on ventilation from the street canyon. Air removal from the building
canyon is enhanced for leeward heating compared to windward heating (positive Rih ).
From 0600 to 1000 PST, when the strength of leeward heating increases and transition
to ground heating occurs, ACH and TKE increase. Considering different ventilation
faces during these hours (Fig. 4.18), most of the air is ventilated through the the top
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Figure 4.17: Total Normalized Air Exchange Rate at all ventilating surfaces (top) and
Turbulent Kinetic Energy (bottom) in the building canyon as a function of ToD. The
neutral case (N) is shown as a reference and separated with red dashed lines.

plane (at roof-level), while the north plane (side plane at positive y) is the lowest due
to heating of air in the streamwise canyon adjacent to the north wall as described in
Section 4.4.3. There is a significant ACH decrease at 1200 PST when the leeward
heating effect is removed, and the roof heating is enhanced. The decrease in ACHw
at the top plane shows the effect of roof heating on building canyon air removal (Fig.
4.18). Similarly, air removal from the south ventilation plane is decreased since south
facing wall is warmer at 1200 PST (Fig. 4.8). Thermally induced and mechanically
induced forcing are in opposite directions in the windward heating cases which explains
the lower value of ACH at 1400 PST compared to 1000 PST. As the strength of
windward heating and the area ratio of the wall exposed to direct sunlight decreases
from 1400 to 1800 PST, ACH increases.
Figure 4.17 (bottom) shows turbulent kinetic energy (< TKE >) and kinetic
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Figure 4.18: Air Exchange Rate at different ventilation surfaces of the building canyon
as a function of ToD. Left: Total time-averaged ACH. Right: Time-averaged ACH induced
by velocity fluctuations. The neutral case (N) is shown as a reference and separated with
red dashed lines.

energy (< KE >) integrated over the volume between buildings. The magnitude of
TKE for the windward heating cases is slightly higher as buoyancy opposes momentum
forcing at the windward wall (Fig. 4.14) creating a intermittent flow patterns. The
increase in TKE from the neutral case to 1000 PST can be explained by the increase
in the surface heating and buoyancy-induced turbulence. The effect of TKE induced
by roof heating is expected to have significant effects on building canyon TKE at
near-solar-noon hours when roof is uniformly heated. TKE is not correlated with the
orientation of the heated wall, rather it depends on the strength of overall wall heating
in the building canyon. Kinetic energy does not follow the same pattern as ACH.

4.5

Conclusions
A three dimensional configuration of a compact urban environment is simulated

with realistic surface heating. Simulations are performed for a clear summer day
at a latitude of 33◦ N and the differential thermal forcing in the building canyon is
parameterized through a new potentially universal dimensionless number.
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In order to examine the validity of numerical modeling in representing the
flow, performance of several turbulence models are compared with the wind tunnel
experiment by Meinders [59]. Similar to Xie and Castro [70], this study concludes
that Large Eddy Simulations (LES) performs well in resolving turbulent fluctuations
in and above the urban-like obstacles. Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
and Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) models are however shown to be inadequate,
especially in representing the turbulent parameters within the canopy. Additionally,
the correction of common but non-physical accumulation of heat in the periodic
boundary conditions is performed by a constant inflow temperature boundary condition.
Achieving a desired air setpoint temperature in the domain while allowing the flow and
thermal field to evolve dynamically requires further research; a possible solution could
be to update the heat source/sink term at the top boundary dynamically according to
the surface heat flux.
The significance of considering realistic boundary conditions is emphasized in
this paper. In summary, two factors influence the flow under realistic conditions: A)
the three-dimensional geometry of the building canyon as opposed to 2D canyons
with infinitely long width in the spanwise direction: The temperature gradient and
therefore air exchange in the spanwise direction is shown to modify the canyon vortex
significantly. For example, for a canyon aspect ratio of one, the center of the canyon
vortex is above z/H = 0.75 for our 3D simulations throughout the day, while reported
to be at the center height for the 2-D canyon with the same aspect ration (AR=1).
Additionally, the formation of the secondary vortex in the windward heating cases is
not observed, which can also be attributed to flow forcing in the spanwise direction.
B) the consideration of three-dimensional thermal forcing in the span-wise and stream-
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wise canyon: Walls and ground surfaces undergo different patterns of shaded and
sunlit areas during the day, therefore more than one urban surfaces is often heated. In
simplified uniform heating scenarios studied previously, the effect of multiple surface
heating as well as heating in the streamwise canyon are often neglected, while we
show that spatial patterns of surface heating generate horizontal temperature and
pressure gradients in and above the canyon, influencing the strength of the canyon
vortex. For example, canyon ground heating has received wide attention in wind
tunnel experiments (such as Allegrini et al [22] and Uehara et al [11]) and numerical
modeling (such as Kim and Baik [17] and Li et al [20]). In these papers, ground
heating was shown to increase the strength of the main canyon vortex for relatively
small aspect ratios (AR=1 − 1.2). However, in realistic conditions, roof heating is
present with ground heating and we observe a decrease of vortex strength instead,
presumably because of horizontal temperature gradients at the roof level. Similarly, the
variation of air exchange rate at different ventilating faces demonstrate the significance
of combined heating of windward or leeward walls, with roof and north-south walls
heating. s been applied frequently in categorizing the vortex structure inside the
canyon with aspect to atmospheric stability and vertical wind shear. In addition
to the vertical stratification, the horizontal temperature gradient creates buoyant
forcing in the street canyon. Therefore buoyancy effect arising from ground surface
heating and the resulting Richardson number are insufficient to describe atmospheric
instability. Additionally, the geometry of the roughness was shown to influence the
vortex formation and the relative importance of inertia to buoyancy forcing. Therefore,
a second buoyancy parameter (Rih ) is introduced that quantifies the orientation of
wall heating with respect to the wind, and the horizontal temperature difference inside
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the canyon. while the canyon aspect ratio appears in the definition of Rih the effect of
geometry is not studied in the present paper, and an analysis of the related similarity
is left for future work. Also, the flow structure in a vertical plane through the canyon
center is not significantly affected by leeward versus windward surface heating.
Street canyon ventilation characterizes the amount of air entering or leaving
the building canyon which has implications for air quality, especially dispersion of
automobile emissions. Strong roof heating at 1200 PST decrease the total ACH, while
wall heating enhances the air removal for leeward and windward heating (in order of
importance). Velocity fluctuations at ventilating faces is shown to be the primary
mean of air removal, indicating the dominant effect of turbulence on ventilation from
the street canyon. Under three-dimensional thermal forcing, air exchange through
the spanwise direction is significant (compared to roof ventilation) and exhibits
asymmetrical behavior in north and south faces with ToD.
Air exchange from the street canyon is shown to be a function of horizontal
temperature gradient. Therefore in a non-idealized configuration of buildings, the
orientation of the street canyon can significantly affect the air exchange during daytime.
For the range of Richardson numbers studied here (small vertical stratification since
large roof heating and high wind speed counteract floor heating, and large horizontal
variability during the day) the ACH is enhanced during periods when wall heating
dominates, suggesting the north-south canyons would feature enhanced removal of
pollutant.
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Chapter 5
Realistic Urban Heating and
Pollutant Concentration: Air
Quality and City Breathability

5.1

Introduction
Two classes of factors determine the pollution concentration in urban environ-

ments: a) the nature of relevant emissions, and b) the state of the atmosphere in and
above the street canyon [1]. In the first category, the vehicular exhaust is the primary
and dominant source of emission which is subjected to a substantial growth due to the
increasing rate in urbanization and modernization[1]. The dispersion, transformation
and eventual removal of pollutants from the air is then governed by atmospheric
motion and stability.
In summary, the major parameters affecting street-scale flow, thermal and
dispersion fields are local ambient conditions (wind speed and direction), roughness
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morphology (building height, street width, and roof shape), and thermal stratification
(solar radiation and orientation, skyview factor, anthropogenic heats and building
envelope energy). When considering the traffic pollution dispersion, the vehicle movement (size, number, and frequency) and plume buoyancy is also of importance. The
complexity of interaction between these mechanisms in urban environments motivated
numerous analyses through different methodologies, including field observation, windtunnel experiments and numerical simulations. Major field campaign studies include
full-scale measurements by DePaul and Sheih [2], Nakamura and Oke [3], Qin and Kot
[4], Berkowicz et al. [5] and xie et al [6]. Additionally, the Joint Urban 2003 field study
(centered in the Central Business District (CBD) of Oklahoma City) gathered data over
the course of 34 days with more than 20 organizations involved [7], and the ”Dispersion
of Air Pollution and its Penetration into the Local Environment” (DAPPLE) project
was conducted in Westminster, London, executing five field campaigns over the course
of 2003-2008 [8]. These measurements are widely used for evaluating computational
and empirical dispersion models. However, the complexity of real-world settings, such
as convoluted roughness element, vehicle-induced turbulence, anthropogenic heats and
the sudden events caused by human activities restricts general conclusions from the
data.
Additionally, wind-tunnel experiments (Meroney and Pavageau [9], KastnerKlein and Plate [10], Baker and Hargreaves [11], Kastner-Klein and Fedorovich [12],
Kastner-Klein and Rotach [13]) and Computation Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulation
of dispersion in urban-like geometries (Li et al. [14], Cheng and Liu [15], Park et al.
[16] and Tan et al. [17]) have been widely adopted to study pollutant transport in
street canyons and can be used to analyze the effect of various parameters (e.g. wind
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speed, wind direction, turbulence levels) separately
Complex morphology of real urban areas impose variety of challenges for accurate simulation of flow field and dispersion. Two-dimensional simplified morphology
is often used for CFD simulation of street canyons, which is shown to reproduces
more accurate sky-view factors in the highly dense neighborhoods, specifically in European cities [18]. However, for smaller λp (built to non-built area ratio) and building
height variability, often seen in American cities and compact residential/industrial
neighborhoods, three-dimensional representation of urban morphology is preferred. In
addition to flow modifications, urban surface heating is also significantly influenced
by the 3D morphology of the urban street canyon. Nazarian and Kleissl [19] showed
that in the 3D urban environment, uniform heating of merely one surface is unlikely
and the flow, and consequently the pollution removal to the free stream, is affected by
the superposition of wall, roof and ground heating.
Thermal forcing plays an important role in scalar dispersion patterns in urban
streets by inducing different turbulence coherent structures or just by increasing the
activity of turbulent eddies [3, 20, 21]. Until recently, simplified and uniform heating of
one urban surface (often ground) was considered as the representation of solar heating
[16, 22–25]. Few recent studies considered the effect of 3D realistic heating, analyzing
the energy balance components of urban facets [26], flow and turbulence in street
canyon [19, 27] and drag coefficient of urban roughbess for mesoscale parametrization
[28]. However, to date the effect of realistic surface heating on dispersion is not
evaluated.
The realistic heating of urban surfaces in starting to receive attention in the
literature, yet there is no universal and comprehensive way of characterizing the
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flow in the street canyon under stable condition. Nazarian and Kleissl showed that
bulk Richardson number gives insufficient information regarding flow characteristics
and parametarized the differential heating into directional thermal forcing defined by
horizontal and vertical Richardson numbers. In this paper, we aim to answer several
questions regarding this characterization method: Is the flow field and turbulence in
the street canyon more sensitive to the total surface heating (Rib ), vertical instability
inside the canyon (Riv ), or horizontal heating of urban surfaces (Rih ) due to solar
insolation? and does thermal, flow and dispersion fields respond similarly to the
proposed characterization method?
To address these questions, a detailed indoor-outdoor building energy model
(TUF-IOBES) is employed to compute heat fluxes from street and building surfaces,
which are then used as boundary condition for a PArallelized Large-Eddy Simulation
Model (PALM). In comparison with previous studies, our model considers the transient
non-uniform surface heating caused by solar insolation and inter-building shadowing,
while coupling the indoor-outdoor heat transfer, flow field and passive pollution
dispersion. Additionally, LES is shown to be superior in its representation of flow
field statistics [19] and therefore used for improved accuracy. Series of fluid flow and
thermal field simulations are then performed for an idealized, compact mid-rise urban
environment with no vegetation and the pollution dispersion and exchange behavior
in and above buildings is investigated. The study is divided into two parts, first
analyzing the detailed flow and dispersion field under 3D realistic heating, while the
second part is focused on the practical relevance of these findings on analyzing the
effect of urban design on city breathability and climate.
The following sections describe the methodology and structure of the presented
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work. Numerical tools and the simulation setup are described in Section 5.2 followed
by the discussion on the spacio-temporal averaging technique employed in this study
5.2.4. The characterization of the flow and thermal field is examined and their degree
of universality is evaluated in section 5.3 as a function of two dimensionless number.
Subsequently, spatial distribution of dimensionless concentration and turbulent fluxes
are investigated as varied with the prescribed characterization method in Section 5.4.
Higher order statistics of turbulent transfer are analyzed in Section 5.4.2 by means of
quadrant analysis. Additionally, Air and Pollutant Exchange rate from the ventilating
faces are analyzed at different stability conditions to evaluate the air quality in the
street canyon.

5.2

Methods
Large Eddy Simulations are used as a superior method for evaluating turbu-

lence characteristics and dispersion behavior in the street canyon. The PArallelized
Large-eddy simulation Model (PALM) developed at the Leibniz University of Hannover
(Raasch et al. [29] and Letzel et al. [30]) is employed with realistic thermal boundary
conditions extracted from Temperature of Urban Facets Indoor-Outdoor Building
Energy Simulation [31]. TUF-IOBES as well as the velocity and temperature fields
of PALM were validated by Yaghoobian and Kleissl [31] and Park et al. [16] respectively. Yaghoobian et al. [27] validated the coupling method against the wind-tunnel
experiment of Kovar-Panskus et al. [32] and demonstrated that one-way coupling of
TUF-IOBES surface heat flux to PALM can accurately account for the effects of the
realistic temperature distribution over urban canopy surfaces. For the purpose of this
study, the prognostic equation for passive scalars is also solved in PALM that was
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validated in Park et al. [16].

5.2.1

An Indoor-Outdoor Building Energy Simulator
TUF-IOBES is a building-to-canopy model that simulates indoor and outdoor

building surface temperatures and heat fluxes to estimate cooling/heating loads and
energy use of buildings in a three-dimensional urban area. The model dynamically
solves for indoor and outdoor energy processes, including effects of real weather
conditions, indoor heat sources, building and urban material properties, composition of
the building envelope (e.g. windows, insulation), and waste heat from air-conditioning
systems on urban canopy temperature. At each time step, the indoor and outdoor
energy balance processes are coupled. Unlike the gridded energy model for exterior
surfaces (outdoor energy balance model similar to [33]), the indoor model computes
bulk heat exchange and temperature between surfaces based on subroutines in the
ASHRAE Toolkit.
The outdoor surface energy balance consists of net longwave Lnet , net shortwave
Snet radiation (accounting for multiple reflections of direct solar radiation and shading),
conduction Qc , and convection Qh that are solved and enforced for each outdoor patch
surface. Direct and diffuse horizontal solar radiation is based on the TMY3 (Typical
Meteorological Year 3) forcing data. Downwelling longwave radiation from the sky
is based on Browns sky model [34] as implemented in the ASHRAE Toolkit [35],
where Lnet is a function of air and dew point temperatures, cloud cover and cloud
height. The transient heat conduction is solved based on Z-transform method utilizing
Conduction Transfer Functions (CTFs) and the diffusion equation by Hillel [36] is
solved to obtain a sinusoidal temperature boundary condition at the surface and
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a constant temperature boundary condition at soil depth. The surface convective
heat fluxes are simulated based on the temperature differences between surfaces and
canopy air multiplied by a convective heat transfer coefficient based on an empirical
model known as the DOE-2 method. Further information on the model, including
fenestration model and forcing data can be found in in Yaghoobian and Kleissl [31]
and (TUF3D, [33]).

5.2.2

PArallelized Large-eddy simulation Model
The PArallelized Large-eddy simulation Model (PALM) [29, 30]) is employed

in this study that solves the filtered, incompressible Boussinesq equations, the 1st
law of thermodynamics, the equation for subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE) and passive scalar (pollutant) equation. The numerical scheme used are the
third-order RungeKutta scheme for time integration and the second-order Piacsek and
Williams [37] scheme for advection. The SGS turbulent fluxes are parameterized using
the 1.5-order Deardorff [38] scheme which uses SGS-TKE to calculate eddy viscosity.
A detailed description of PALM can be found in Letzel et al. [30]. Except for the
addition of the passive scalar equation, the simulation setup in this study is the same
as that of Yaghoobian et al. [39], further explained in Section 5.2.3.

5.2.3

Boundary Conditions and Simulation Set-up
The schematic of the computational domain is shown in Figure 5.1. All

simulations are performed over a 5 by 3 (5 buildings in the x-direction and 3 in
y-direction) array of uniformly spaced obstacles with a canyon aspect ratio (canyon
height-to-width) of 1. The configuration represents compact low rise urban zone,
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corresponding to a roughness plan aspect ratio, λp = Ap /AT , of 0.29 and frontal aspect
ratio, λf = Af /AT , of 0.25. Ap , Af and AT indicate the plan area, the frontal area
and the total area of roughness elements, respectively. Total domain height is 7.4H,
where H is the building height (18.3 m). Each building wall has a window fraction
of 0.47. The geometry configuration and grid size are chosen according to the series
of sensitivity analysis recommended by Yaghoobian et al [39] and the validity of the
grid resolution is further investigated for the time-space averaging method 5.2.4. For
simplicity, the volume between buildings in the spanwise canyon and stream-wise
canyon are referred to as ”Building Canyon” (or ”BC”), and ”Street Canyon” (or
”SC”), respectively.

Figure 5.1: Schematic of the computational domain and boundary conditions

Thermal, radiative and material properties of urban surfaces are shown in Table
5.1. Latent heat fluxes are assumed to be zero. Surface heat flux at each grid points
from TUF-IOBES are outputted in 15 minutes intervals and temporally interpolated
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Table 5.1: Surface radiative and material properties

Surface
Albedo (-)
Emissivity (-)
Roughness length (m)

Roof
0.6
0.9
0.01

Ground
0.1
0.95
0.01

Walls
0.3
0.9
0.01

to PALM. Periodic boundary conditions are used in horizontal directions, conserving
mass-flow rate in the streamwise direction. Uniform and constant pollutant emission
is prescribed at the ground boundary condition (z=0), representing traffic emission.
A constant sink term for scalar flux is imposed as top boundary condition. Using
this boundary condition, the integral of the concentration in the whole domain is
constant in time, therefore, the ensemble average can be approximated by the time
average. Additionally, above the buildings the turbulent flux is nearly constant with
height, which is a typical feature for the inertial sublayer (e.g. the upper part of the
atmospheric surface layer).
The focus of this study is on unstable atmospheric stratification and the
simulations are done for a temperate mid-latitude climate (Boston, Massachusetts
with latitude of 42.36◦ N), while the results can be expanded to various locations and
time of the years using the characterization method further explained in Section 5.3.
The simulation day is set to clear summer day (8th of July) and the forcing data is
extracted from the representative Typical Meteorological Year (TMY3) file.

5.2.4

Time-spatial Averaging Technique
LES explicitly resolves turbulence and simulates one realization of the flow

at any time step. Results must be time averaged to obtain statistically significant
quantities. Accordingly, the definition of the averaging interval is crucial. A guiding
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principle is that, given the regularity of the array and the periodic boundary conditions,
the time averaged flow in all the canyons must be identical in a neutral condition
without variability in surface heating. However, 30 min averaged velocity fields shows
a strong variability between different canyons in the following simulations (Fig. 5.2).
To ensure that this behavior is not an artifact of the numerical settings, the choice of
the domain size, and the boundary condition used to conserve the flow in horizontal
direction was studied, but showed no influence on the variability of the results in the
spanwise direction. It is observed that this behavior is due to the formation of roll-like

Figure 5.2: Comparison of horizontally-averaged profiles of dispersive stresses (< ũw̃ >)
with different averaging intervals with DNS data [40].

circulations with axes in streamwise direction and Coceal et al. [40] with DNS showed
that to filter these it is necessary to average over a time period of 200-400 large eddy
turnovers. Coceal et al. [40] also analyzed the so-called dispersive stress < ũw̃ >
(Raupach and Shaw [41]) for this time averaging interval, where the time average is
represented with an overbar, and the horizontal average with brackets. Accordingly, if
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the fluctuation of an instantaneous value ψ from the time-averaged value at the same
point is given with ψ 0 , and the deviation of the time-averaged value from the time and
space average over the horizontal plane is shown by ψ̃, the total momentum fluxes
can be written as

< uw >=< w >< u > + < u0 w0 > + < ũw̃ >

(5.1)

where the last term on the right hand side represent the dispersive stresses that
accounts for the transport due to time-avergaed structures smaller than the size of the
averaging volume. Therefor, for a sufficiently large time-averaging interval (200-400
large eddy turnover time), the dispersive stresses approaches zero right above the
canopy also shown by Coceal et al. [40]. This time interval corresponds to about 11
hours for our setup, however, in the unstable simulation of urban environments, it is
not possible to use 11 h as averaging time, since the heat fluxes change significantly
following the solar forcing. As a compromise, we divide the computational domain
into 15 canyon units shown in Figure 5.2 and combine the 30 mins average, with an
average over the units (ensemble average). The 30 mins ensemble average results shows
similar flow field in canyons, filtering the variability in the spanwise direction, and a
small dispersive stress above the canopy (Fig. 5.2) is seen. The simulation is then
repeated for an unstable case with constant heat flux at ground surface and similar to
the neutral case, the dispersive stresses above the canyon are reduced with ensemble
averaging. Additionally, the point-by-point differences in velocity and temperature of
about 0.1 m s−1 and 0.2K compared to an 11 h average is observed in the canyon.
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5.3

Characterizing Momentum Versus Buoyancy
Forcing
In a 3D urban environment with realistic heating, more than one urban surfaces

is often heated and the uniform heating of merely one surface is unlikely [19]. Figure 5.3
shows the variation of convective heat flux at different urban facets at the simulation
day when the solar noon is approximately at 1200 EDT. The convective heat flux at
the roof surface is symmetric around solar noon, whereas Qh at ground surfaces is
higher in the afternoon hours due to the ground thermal storage (Fig. 5.3). Therefore,
although solar flux received at east and west walls (leeward and windward, respectively)
is symmetric around solar noon, due to the increased longwave radiation exchange
between ground and wall surfaces in afternoon hours, Qh at ground and wall surfaces
exhibit larger value after 1200 EDT. Additionally, Qh at the south wall is predominantly
larger than the north wall with maximum heat flux difference occurring at 1330 EDT.
Considering the three-dimensional and non-uniform nature of surface heating, it is
crucial to break down the total thermal forcing into directional forcing in order to
analyze the flow, thermal and dispersion field inside the canyon.
Traditionally, the bulk Richardson number (Rib ) is used to indicate the atmospheric stability of urban areas, where total surface temperature of urban facets (Ts ) is
compared to Ta , the free stream wind temperature. Additionally, when analyzing the
microclimate of urban streets with ground heating, Riv was commonly used to indicate the atmospheric stability due to the the temperature difference in vertical direction
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Riv =

gH (TH − Tg )
,
(Ub2 )
Ta

(5.2)

where g = 9.81 ms−2 is the gravitational acceleration, TH is the air temperature at
roof level, Tg is the temperature of the ground surface inside the building canyon,
Ta is the inflow air temperature, and Ub is the bulk wind velocity in the streamwise
direction. The definition of Riv avoids the use of Uh due to the sharp gradient of
velocity at roof level that is not easily controllable (similar to [14] and [24]).
Riv alone neglects the horizontal temperature gradient, and falls short in
comprehensive characterization of the flow in the cross-stream canyon. Therefore,
horizontal Richardson number as defined by Nazarian and Kleissl [42] compares the
t
m
ratio between thermal forcing ( ∂F
) and inertial forcing ( ∂F
), which conveys more
∂x
∂z

information about the directionality of thermal forcing in relationship to the canyon
vortex.
Table 5.2: BC and SC stands for Building Canyon (spanwise) and Street Canyon (streamwise), respectively. Values of Rih and Riv are averaged over the 1800s time interval
indicated by the overbar.

Ub
=
0.5 ms−1
Time of Day
(EDT)
Riv (BC)
Rih (BC)
Riv (SC)
Rih (SC)

AC1

AC2

0900
0930
-15.2
-33.1
-44.4
-5.4

- 1100
1130
-56.1
-21.7
-52.1
-13.4

NHH
- 1300
1330
-72.7
0
-37.4
-15.5

OC
- 1500
1530
-54.1
19.5
-7.0
-7.9

-

In the absence of the thermal forcing, the momentum force (Fm ) inducing
0

0

the vortex inside the canyon is ( ∂u∂zw ), while for a sufficiently small bulk velocity,
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Figure 5.3: for Ub = 0.5 ms−1 .
L
thermal forcing (Fm ) can be written as g TWT−T
, where TW and TL are the averaged
a

surface temperature on windward and leeward walls (here west and east), respectively.
Therefore, horizontal Richardson number can be defined by Rih tnat indicates the
effect of differential solar heating and also incorporates the effect of canyon aspect
ratio H/W .

Rih =

∂Ft /∂x
gH (TL − TW ) H
= 2.
∂Fm /∂z
Ub
Ta
W

(5.3)

According, the total thermal forcing inside the canyon is divided into directional
heatings and their importance compared to momentum forcing is analyzed. The validity
of this choice of non-dimensional numbers is demonstrated through simulations with
different wind speed and surface radiative properties, but the same sets of Richardson
numbers. Overall, similarity of mean and ensemble averaged properties is seen between
two cases with same set of Richardson numbers and the local normalized values in
two cases are shown to be very close.
In this study the average wind speed in simulation cases is varied from 0.5 to
3 m s−1 to span the weakly to strong unstable regimes. This setup results in a wide
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Figure 5.4: Horizontal (Rih ) and vertical Richardson number (Riv ) with ToD at different
wind speeds.

span of vertical and horizontal Richardson numbers (Figure 5.4) and accordingly the
analyses are performed for following conditions (Figure 5.4): a) assisting condition 1,
AC1 (0900 - 0930 EDT) with maximum leeward heating occurring inside the canyon,
i.e minimum Rih (Rih < 0), and small Riv due to the relative roof and ground
heating at this hour, (Fig. 5.4), b) assisting condition 2, AC2 (1100-1130 EDT)
with significant leeward (Rih < 0) and ground heating (large negative Riv ) occurring
inside the spanwise canyon, c) opposing condition, OC (1500 - 1530 EDT) when large
windward heating occurs, i.e positive Rih , combined with roof/ground heating, so
that the magnitude of Riv is the same as assisting condition, while the sign of Rih is
different (windward versus leeward heating), and c) no horizontal heating condition,
NHH (1300 - 1330 EDT) when both roof and ground surfaces are at maximum heating
scenario with the largest Riv while Qh at west and east walls are the same (Fig.
5.4), therefore Rih = 0. These choice of stability conditions allow us to evaluate
and compare the effect of windward versus leeward heating (AC2 vs OC), as well as
the importance of vertical versus horizontal temperature gradient (AC1 vs NHH) on
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the pollutant concentration and thermal field under realistic 3D heating. It is also
worth mentioning that although similar terminology is used for flow characteristic,
the realistic consideration of surface heating imposes more complex conditions than
opposing and assisting cases previously studied by Cai [43]. For instance, inter-building
shading results in combined non-uniform heating of wall and ground surfaces; wall and
ground surfaces in the stream-wise canyons are also heated during the day resulting
in different set of Richardson numbers in the streamwise canyon; and the absolute
value of Riv and Rih are slightly different when comparing the opposing and assisting
conditions.

5.4

Results and Discussions
The analysis is structured as follows. First, the contour plots of flow, tem-

perature and pollutant concentration are investigated at different locations in the
stream/span-wise canyons. Additionally, turbulent fluxes of heat, momentum and
scalar are investigated to analyze the effect of directional heating on turbulence inside
the street canyon, compared with simplified cases of uniform heating (e.g. Li et al.
[14] and Cheng and Liu [15]) and 2D street canyons (e.g. Tan et al. [17]). These
detailed examinations in Section 5.4.1 further improve our understanding on the effects of three-dimensional heating orientation and intensity (quantified by Richardson
numbers) on concentration distribution and the mechanisms involved in pollutant
dispersion.
Secondly, the effect of surface heating on turbulent events are analyzed by
performing a detailed quadrant analysis (Section 5.4.2). This analysis is performed
at three different regions within the building roughness sublayer, identified for a
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neutral flow over building roughness by Coceal et al. [40]: 1) within the building
canopy, 2) shear layer at rooftop height, and 3) the rough wall flow above the building
height. This is an effective method for specifying the frequency of coherent events
(such as sweeps and ejections) as opposed to intermittent events (inward and outward
interaction), and quantifying their contributions to the total turbulent transport at
different positions.
Lastly, ”Breathability” in urban environments is analyzed by studying the
pollutant concentration distribution and exchange processes in the 3-D geometry. By
adopting air quality concepts originally developed for indoor building environments,
such as Air and Pollutant Exchange Rate, outdoor ventilation is defined as a measure
of city breathability (Section 5.4.3).

5.4.1

Wind, Temperature, and Dispersion Fields

Mean Flow
The contour plots of mean velocity magnitude superimposed by velocity vectors,
followed by the plots of dimensionless temperature and pollutant concentration are
shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 corresponding to two bulk velocity of Ub = 0.5 and
3 m s−1 , respectively. The results are time-averaged over 1800 s and ensemble averaged
in the computational domain (5.2) and reported for the assisting (AC), opposing (OC),
and no horizontal heating (NHH) conditions, according to thier Richardson numbers
described in Section 5.3.
Following observations are made when comparing the vortex formation in the
building canyon (BC) at different stability conditions. First, with the increase in Ub
from 0.5 to 3 m s−1 , and therefore decreasing Riv for the same heating distribution,
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AC1:
Riv = −15.2,
Rih = −33.1

AC2:
Riv = −56.1,
Rih = −21.7

NHH:
Riv = −72.7,
Rih = 0.0

OC:
Riv = −54.1,
Rih = 19.5

Figure 5.5: Contour plots of flow properties at different studied conditions (Table 5.2) for
Ub = 0.5 m s−1 in the vertical plane (x-z) in the center of the building canyon. Contour plots
of flow properties at different studied conditions (Table 5.2) for Ub = 0.5 m s−1 in the vertical
plane (x-z) in the center of the building canyon. The first row of plots shows the velocity
magnitude (u2 + v 2 + w2 )1/2 superimposed by velocity vectors, followed by the contour
(T −Tref )
(C−C
)
plots of normalized temperature (T + = Qh L/U
) and concentration (C + = E/Uref
),
b
b
where Qh and Exu represent total surface heat and concentration flux, respectively, and
reference height is chosen to be at 6H. The results are time averaged over 1800s and
ensemble averaged according to Section 5.2.4.

the vortex intensity decreases and the region of low velocity extends deeper in the
canyon. Additionally, for the highly unstable case (Ub = 0.5 ms−1 and max(Riv ) =
-72.7), the size of the primary vortex is larger than the height of the building; the
impingement of the fluid onto the top of the windward wall is more pronounced; and
the formation of the secondary vortex is seen.
Nazarian and Kleissl 2016 [42] analyzed the pressure distribution in the horizontal directions, and showed that the sign of Rih (i.e. the orientation of thermal
forcing in accordance to wind direction) significantly modifies the pressure field, and
consequently the flow. For instance, for the opposing condition (Rih >0), larger
horizontal (streamwise) temperature gradient exists at the roof level, and the opposing
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AC1:
Riv = −15.2,
Rih = −33.1

AC2:
Riv = −56.1,
Rih = −21.7

NHH:
Riv = −72.7,
Rih = 0.0

OC:
Riv = −54.1,
Rih = 19.5

Figure 5.6: Same as Figure 5.5 for Ub = 3 m s−1

windward heating results in higher resistance to the free-stream flow. Accordingly,
a lower pressure gradient is observed inside the canyon compared to the assisting
conditions (Rih < 0). The horizontal pressure gradient as well as the increased drag
coefficient from the roughness then results in higher momentum entering the building
roughness sublayer shown in Figure 5.5. However, while the intensity of the canyon
vertex is seemingly larger and the center of the vortex is closer to the leeward wall, the
opposing effect of buoyancy is apparent and the secondary vortex is pronounced in the
windward corner of the building canyon for the highly unstable case of Ub = 0.5 m s−1 .
For the no horizontal heating condition (NHH, Rih = 0), the heat advected
from the ground surface causes a larger temperature increase in the canyon than
the convection from the roof, therefore increasing the strength of the vortex in the
building canyon. It is worth mentioning that this behavior can be reversed when
the more dominant roof heating decreases the vortex strength in the canyon [42].
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Therefore the effect of roof heating should not be neglected and requires further
investigation in the 3D street configuration. Comparing the flow field at cases AC2
and NHH with assisting condition 1 when strong horizontal heating is observed inside
the canyon (AC1, Rih = −33.1 and Riv = 15.2), it can be concluded that the effect of
vertical temperature gradient is more dominant than the horizontal thermal forcing in
modifying the flow in the building canyon. The effect of horizontal heating becomes
less significant when stability is increased.
The difference between assisting and opposing conditions (AC2 and OC) is
more pronounced in the temperature distribution, when the thermal distribution is
directly affected by the boundary conditions. At assisting conditions, the elevated
temperatures are only concentrated near the heated leeward wall and the heat is
primarily transported vertically along with wall, whereas in the opposing conditions,
higher air temperature is observed within the canyon suggesting enhanced heat
transfer and mixing inside the canyon (also shown in Nazarian and Kleissl [42]). Flow
is conserved in the streamwise direction, and the resulting temperature gradient at
roof level, in addition to the temperature/pressure gradient in span-wise direction is
what contributes to increased momentum entering the building sublayer at opposing
conditions.
Subsequently, the distribution of the pollutant concentration can be explained
by the vortex formation in the building canyon. The primary vortex moves the
ground-level emission and the maximum of the pollutant is always concentrated at the
corner of the leeward wall and ground, while there exist a second point of maximum
concentration at windward corner for Ub = 0.5 m s−1 due to the formation of the
secondary vortex. The minimum value is located at the top-east corner of the canyon.
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When comparing the cases with the similar magnitude of Riv but opposing wall heating
(OC and AC2), the concentration is larger at AC2 due to the lower intensity of the
canyon vortex. However, compared to the temperature distribution, the concentration
is only slightly different, suggesting that unlike the thermal field the distribution of
concentration is less dependant on the horizontal temperature gradient, and is more
affected by overall heating of surfaces (Rib ), as also seen in AC1 case. Accordingly,
the no-horizontal heating condition with the maximum value of vertical Richardson
number has the lowest concentration due to the enhanced mixing in the absence of
wall heating in the stream-wise canyon (Rih = 0). Normalized concentration increases
with the decrease in vertical and horizontal Richardson numbers (increasing Ub ) since
the flow approaches the neutral stability conditions.
The effect of three-dimensional canyon configuration and realistic surface
heating in the streamwise canyon can be better understood by investigating the flow
properties in the spanwise direction (Figure 5.7). In the absence of surface heating,
several factors distinguishes the roughness flow in 3D aligned arrays compared to 2-D
street canyons: 1) In the building canyon (BC, z < H), formation of two symmetric
counter-rotating vortices is seen in the z-y plane where the vortex size and its center
varies with height. 2) The pair of counter-rotating vortices results is a hairpin-like
structures within the BC that is demonstrated as ”conditional eddies” by coceal et al.
[40]. Accordingly, the center of the canyon vortex in the x − z plane is moved upward
as opposed to the center position in 2D canyons. 3) Due to the strong canopy-top
shear layer, small eddies are shed off at the building edge into the streamwise canyon
and above the building height. Above the buildings, the hairpin-shaped eddies with
high frequency of ejections and sweeps, as well as low momentum regions are seen in
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both configurations.
The presence of surface heating further modifies the flow structure. For
brevity, only the opposing condition is analyzed here and vector field, normalized
temperature and concentration are compared for different stability levels (Figure 5.7).
The formation of counter-rotating vortices are modified by differential heating in a)
building canyon (BC) and b) street canyon (SC). In the first category, formation
of the secondary vortex in the x-y plane is apparent close to the windward wall,
specifically for the at the highly unstable case (Ub = 0.5 ms−1 and max(Riv ) = -72.7).
Additionally, the two counter-rotating vortices in the x − y are moved closer to the
leeward wall. On the contrary, in the near neutral case of Ub = 3 m s−1 , the size of two
vortices in the x-y plane are as large as canyon width, while they are modified by the
ground heating in the y-z plane. In the second category, the temperature difference
between north and south wall in the street canyon (SC) influences the symmetry of
the vortices formed in the spanwise direction (x-y plane), as well as modifying the
vortex shed off at building edges due to the strong shear layer (more pronounced for
lower instability). Additionally, the ground heating at the street canyon (SC) forces
more flow in the building canyon, and enhances downward velocity in the y-z plane
for Ub = 0.5 m s−1 . Subsequently, the region of low momentum above the building
height is more pronounced for this case.
The distribution of normalized temperature and concentration in the spanwise
direction is illustrated in Figure 5.7. The range of contour colors are scaled with
the velocity ratio in the two cases to aid comparison in this graph. The normalized
temperature and concentration increases with inlet bulk velocity. Both temperature
and concentration fields are modified by the flow structure in the building canyon and
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more mixing is seen compared to street canyon. T + and C + are more concentrated
close to the ground and the leeward wall for Ub = 0.5 m s−1 and asymmetry due to
differential heating in the street canyon is apparent in the x-y plane (south wall is
predominantly warmer than the north wall).

Figure 5.7: Contour plots of flow properties at the y-z (left) and x-y (right) planes in the
center of the building canyon. Results are shown for the opposing condition (OC according
to Table 5.2) for Ub = 0.5, 3 m s−1 . The contour color range is scaled with the velocity
ratio in two cases for a better comparison.
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Turbulent kinetic energy
Figure 5.8 depicts the contour plots of turbulent kinetic energy and the contribution of velocity variances in the Cartesian coordinates. The plots are outputted for
different values of Rih and Riv at the center of building canyon (x − z plane shown in
Figures 5.5 and 5.6). Regardless of the heating orientation, TKE has the largest value
at the windward corner, which is mostly generated by the shear from the primary
canyon vortex. It is evident that the TKE is markedly enhanced with Riv due to the
added effect of buoyancy (TKE is the largest for the NHH case and smallest at AC1).
Additionally, the effect of horizontal heating orientation, Rih , is apparent when the
opposing effect of momentum and buoyancy forcing at OC, results in significantly
larger TKE than AC2.
The total TKE is dependent on both Rih and Riv , while the structure of
turbulence remains unchanged with the heating intensity and orientation. The most
pronounced sensitivity to the surface heating is seen for w0w0 at the leeward side,
followed by u0u0 at the roof level. Unlike the 2D street canyon (Cheng and Liu [15]),
the value of v 0 v 0 has the most contribution to the TKE production and cannot be
neglected in the BC (Figure 5.8, note that the scales are different to show the variation
with studied conditions). Another difference from the 2D canyon with uniform heating
is seen when the largest contribution of v 0 v 0 to the TKE is at the corner of the
windward wall. This is due to the modification of counter-rotating vortices by the
surface heating in the streamwise canyon, as well as the ground heating in the BC.
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AC1:
Riv = −15.2,
Rih = −33.1

AC2:
Riv = −56.1,
Rih = −21.7

NHH:
Riv = −72.7,
Rih = 0.0

OC:
Riv = −54.1,
Rih = 19.5

Figure 5.8: Contour plots of normalized turbulent kinetic energy (TKE/Ub ) and velocity
variances (u0i u0i /2T KE) for Ub = 0.5, 3 m s−1 . The plane position and averaging is similar
to Figure 5.5.

Turbulent transfer
Apart from the velocity standard deviations, the contours of turbulent fluxes of
momentum (u0i u0j ), heat (u0i T 0 ), and pollutant (u0i C 0 ) are compared at different thermal
forcing, where ui indicates different components of velocity vector in a Cartesian
system. Analysis are done for the convective case (Ub = 0.5 m s−1 ).
Contour plots of Reynolds stresses at the x − z cross section in the center of the
building canyon are shown in Figure 5.9. It is evident that the turbulent momentum flux
in a 3D canyon is dominated by the vertical transport of the horizontal momentum
(u0 w0 and w0 v 0 ), while the horizontal Reynolds stress, u0 v 0 , exhibits a random-like
behavior with a relatively small magnitude. Unlike the 2D canyon, the magnitude
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AC1:
Riv = −15.2,
Rih = −33.1

AC2:
Riv = −56.1,
Rih = −21.7

NHH:
Riv = −72.7,
Rih = 0.0

OC:
Riv = −54.1,
Rih = 19.5

Figure 5.9: Similar to Figure 5.8 for Reynolds stresses normalized with inlet bulk velocity
(u0i u0j /Ub2 ).

of w0 v 0 is significant in the vertical momentum flux, and shows sensitivity to the
orientation of the surface heating. For instance, at assisting conditions, roughly
uniform and positive value of w0 v 0 is seen inside the building canyon, whereas in the
no-horizontal heating and opossing condition, a region of negative w0 v 0 is also observed
adjacent to the leeward wall. It should be noted that, although heat flux at south
and north walls are varied, the temperature difference is the same for OC and AC2.
Therefore, the difference in w0 v 0 cannot be attributed to the surface heating in the
street canyon (SC), and is directly affected by sign of Rih . At the roof level, large
negative u0 w0 is seen for all heating conditions, that indicates substantial exchange of
mass and momentum entrainment due to the strong shear layer. Besides, the rooflevel vertical momentum flux is enhanced for the no-horizontal heating and opposing
condition which is due to the increased intensity of the primary vortex. A second point
of negative u0 w0 is seen at the leeward corner of the canyon, which was not previously
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AC1:
Riv = −15.2,
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Riv = −56.1,
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Riv = −72.7,
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Figure 5.10: Similar to Figure 5.8 for time-averaged turbulent scalar flux (u0i C 0 ).

observed in the 2D canyons with uniform heating ([15] and [25]). The negative vertical
momentum flux can be attributed to the 3D effect of the building canyon, where the
mass transfer occurs due to the counter-rotating vorticies formed in the x − y plane.
In the windward corner of the building canyon, significant positive momentum
flux u0 w0 is observed, which is generated and enhaned due to the buoyancy-driven
flow in unstable conditions. In the windward heating case with the formation of the
secondary vortex, the value of u0 w0 in this region is significantly increased due to the
opposing buoyancy effect at this condition. Turbulent transfer of heat and pollutant
are mostly governed by the fluctuation of vertical velocity, w0 . Other components of
momentum heat and scalar fluxes are negligible, except for thew0 T 0 at the roof level
particularly for the assisting conditions. Vertical heat transfer, w0 T 0 , is maximum at
the windward heating due to the increased vortex intensity, and the opposing buoyancy
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effect at OC, followed by the no-horizontal heating (NHH) condition. On a contrary,
w0 C 0 shows little sensitivity to the heating orientation in the building canyon.
AC1:
Riv = −15.2,
Rih = −33.1

AC2:
Riv = −56.1,
Rih = −21.7

NHH:
Riv = −72.7,
Rih = 0.0

OC:
Riv = −54.1,
Rih = 19.5

Figure 5.11: Similar to Figure 5.8 for time-averaged turbulent heat flux (u0i T 0 ).

5.4.2

Coherent Structures in Unstable Urban Roughness
The mean flow properties discussed in Section 5.4.1 give insight on the turbulent

flow field, but do not reveal the mechanisms involved in turbulent exchange. Thus, for
a deeper understanding on the modifications of the turbulence structure by thermal
forcing in the roughness sublayer, joint probability and quadrant measures of flux
densities (turbulent momentum, heat and scalar flux) are analyzed in this section.
The quadrant analysis is a method of decomposing the turbulent fluxes, such
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as Reynolds stress (u0 w0 ), turbulent heat flux (w0 T 0 ), and turbulent scalar flux (w0 C 0 ),
into 4 events based on the sign of the fluctuating components. For instance, when
analyzing Reynolds stress, the events in quadrant 2 and 4 (u0 w0 < 0) are called
ejections and sweeps, respectively, and indicate the coherent structures that contribute
positively to the downward momentum flux. Additionally, events in quadrant 1 and 3
(u0 w0 > 0) are called outward and inward interaction, respectively, and represent the
intermittency of turbulence. Figure 5.12 shows an example of the joint probability of
u0 w0 and the schematic of quadrant analysis, measured by Christen et al. [44] for an
unstable condition at the roof level of a 2-D canyon.
The numbers mentioned in each box in Figure 5.12 represent the time fractions
of event i, ϑi , which is the relative total duration of events in quadrant i. ϑi can be
calculated for any two parameters a and b as
Z

ua

Z

ub

ϑi =

P (a, b)dadb ,
la

(5.4)

lb

where P (a, b) is the joint probability density function of a and b, and the lower and
upper integration limits are defined based on the flux density. Table 5.3 summarizes
the integral limits based on desired a and b. Typically, u0 w0 is directed towards the
surface while all other flux densities transport mass or energy away from the surface.
Therefore, the numbering of quadrants are arranged so that the mean vertical wind
gradient is opposite to the mean vertical temperature and concentration gradient [44].
Furthermore, the contribution of each event to the total flux density can be computed
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Table 5.3: The lower and upper integration limits of the four quadrants according to the
direction of the flux.

a=u
a = T, C

Quadrant Number
b=w 1
2
3
4
b=w 2
1
4
3
la
0 −∞ −∞
0
ua
∞
0
0
∞
lb
0
0
−∞ −∞
ub
∞ ∞
0
0

Figure 5.12: Normalized JPDFs of u0 w0 at the roof level for an unstable condition
measured by Christen et al. [44] and the schematic of quadrant analysis.

as the flux (or stress) fraction, Si , introduced by Raupach [45]
1
Si =
rab

Z

ua

Z

ub

abP (a, b)dadb .
la

(5.5)

lb

The JPDF integral over the entire space is equal to one, therefore from 5.5, it is seen
that

Σ4i=1 Si = 1 .

(5.6)

From the stress fraction Si , two measures of the relative importance of sweeps and
ejections can be obtained: the difference between ejections (low momentum eddies
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moving up) and sweeps (high momentum eddies moving down)

∆S0 = S4 − S2 .

(5.7)

γ = S2 /S4 .

(5.8)

and their ratio

Additionally, Shaw et al. (1983) introduced Exuberance, Exu, as the the ratio of
unorganized to coherent events,

Exu =

S1 + S3
,
S2 + S4

(5.9)

where the contribution of (unorganized) counter fluxes are compared to the (organized)
contributions in the direction of the average flux. Accordingly, Exuberance is regarded
as the measure of efficiency for the turbulent exchange.
In the following section, simulations of unstable urban environments are used to
analyze the modifications of a) joint probabilities and frequency of events, b) coherent
structures (ejections and sweeps), and c) efficiency of the turbulent transfer, due
to the realistic surface heating. The analysis are done for the 4 studied conditions
described in Section 5.3, and JPDs of vertical fluxes (combinations of u, C and T
with w) are calculated. Six different height are chosen at urban roughness sublayer
up to 6H, where H is the building height, and 5 positions along the roof level are
analyzed. Ensemble averaging approach described in section 5.2.4 is not a suitable
method when analyzing the turbulent structures through time series of flow properties.
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Thus, for calculating the quadrant measures, instead of using the diurnal simulation of
flow, each studied conditions are run with corresponding surface boundary conditions
constant with time, and flow properties are sampled every 3 seconds for an extended
period of 8 hrs. The JPDFs are calculated with 26×26 bins for ûi , Ĉ, and T̂ , where â
represents the fluctuation parameter a0 , normalized with variances of a, σa , so that
â = a0 /σa . ûi , Ĉ, and T̂ range from -4 to 4.

A) Quadrant analysis in neutral condition
The Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of aligned arrays of cubes is performed
by Branford et al. [46] for a neutral condition, and is used to evaluate the results
obtained by the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model. The DNS output are gathered
every 0.005s at heights 0.5H and 1.5H for 150 seconds. LES results are outputted at
various locations every 3s for a period of 8 hours, therefore the number of data points
are similar for the comparison. Grid resolution are similar with 32 and 30 grids per H
for DNS and LES models, respectively.
Joint probability density functions and time fractions – The shape of
the quadrants, and the frequency of events are in close agreement for both LES and
DNS runs (Fig. 5.13). In the street canyon, the correlation between u and w is small
and the JPDF has a roughly symmetric shape, with a slight dominance of intermittent
over coherent events. Above the roof level at z/H = 1.5, however, a distinct quadrant
shape is observed with higher frequency of organized events. In the neutral LES run,
the quadrant shape is seen up to height of 3H, and the frequency of organized events
can be as high as 65%. Along the roof level, JPDFs are highly dependent on their
positions with regards to the leeward and windward walls. Close to the leeward wall,
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Figure 5.13: Left: Vertical profile of Exuberance (Exu) with height, and right: joint
probability density functions for LES and DNS results of a neutral condition.

ruw is very small (u0 w0 ≈ 0) and the quadrant has a symmetric shape. In the center
of roof level, the quadrant shape is seen and the frequency of organized events are
more than 70% at x/H = 0.75. However, the quadrant shape is reversed and extended
towards E1 and E3 adjacent to the windward wall.
Efficiency of turbulent transfer – Close agreement is seen in the value of
exuberance at 0.5H and 1.5H for both LES and DNS runs (5.13). In the neutral LES
runs, the highest efficiency of turbulent momentum transfer is at the center of roof
level, and the lowest efficiency is inside the building canyon where the intermittent
events are dominant. Additionally, exuberance is highly varied along the roof level in
x-direction (5.16). Adjacent to the leeward and windward walls, intermittent events
become more significant and the turbulent efficiency is low. In particular, adjacent to
the windward wall, the value of E ≈ −2 is seen, indicating twice intermittent events
as organized structures. This can be attributed to the point of flow separation and
impingement at the edge of the windward wall. Above the building height, exuberance
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converges to approximately −0.3 at around 2 times the building height.
Coherent Structures – u0 w0 is towards the surface (negative) except inside
the canyon. Sweep events has large contribution to the total turbulent momentum
transfer in the building canyon, while the flow transitions to ejection-dominated flow
above the roof level height. In the x direction, adjacent to the leeward and windward
walls, ejections are dominant, while in the center part of the canyon, the contribution
of ejection and sweeps are similar (seen also in the DNS results) and the flow is only
slightly sweep dominated. u0 w0 is also mostly negative along the roof level, except
adjacent to the windward wall.

B) Quadrant analysis in unstable condition
In this section, the structures that contribute to turbulent transfer are analyzed
as modified by thermal forcing inside the canyon. Figures 5.14 - 5.22 show the JPDFs
of Reynolds stress (u0 w0 ), turbulent heat flux (w0 T 0 ), and turbulent scalar flux (w0 C 0 )
at different heights, and along the roof level in the building canyon. Additionally, the
profiles of quadrant measures with z and x are demonstrated for different opposing-,
assisting-, and no-horizontal heating conditions described in Section 5.3.

1) Turbulent momentum transfer
The value of Reynolds stress u0 w0 is significantly enhanced due to the buoyancy
effect induced by the surface heating (Fig. 5.16). u0 w0 has small upward (positive)
value at the street level, followed by the maximum downward momentum flux at the
roof level. u0 w0 then decreases with z and reaches zero at 6 times the building height
(the height of the computational domain is 7.5H).
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Figure 5.14: Normalized JPDFs of u0 w0 at different heights and stability conditions for
Ub = 0.5m s−1 . The numbers labelling the individual quadrants denotes the time fraction
of each events.

Joint probability density functions and time fractions – At the street
level, small correlation is seen between u0 and w0 , and the JPDFs are characterized by a
nearly rotational symmetric shape that is similar to the neutral condition. Regardless
of the heating distribution, the time fraction of quadrants show slight dominance
of intermittent events, where inward interactions are significantly more frequent.
However, the frequency of organized events are dependent on the heating orientation,
where windward heating case (OC) induces higher frequency of sweeps as opposed to
the leeward heating case with symmetric heating distribution (AC2).
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At the roof level in the building canyon, ruw significantly increases at the center,
and a quadratic shape is observed with strong dominance of organized events (up
to 60%). Time fraction of ejections is larger than sweeps for all studied conditions,
but the ratio between E2 and E4 varies with the heating orientation, where ejections
are more dominant at assisting heating conditions. Similar to the neutral case, high
variability of JPDFs is seen along the roof level for all heating conditions. However,
as opposed to the neutral condition significant correlation is seen between u and w
adjacent to the leeward wall where the quadrant shape is extended into the second
and fourth quadrants and organized structures are more frequent (up to 63%). The
ruw is also larger adjacent to the windward wall with high frequency of intermittent
events for all heating conditions.
As moving above the building height, the frequency of organized events becomes
smaller, and the correlation between u and w decreases. At z = 2H, the frequency of
all quadrants are similar, expect for the no horizontal heating condition that shows
higher frequency of ejection. This behavior is different from the neutral condition,
where the quadrant shape is still seen and organized event are predominantly frequent
at this height.
Efficiency of turbulent transfer – Compared to the neutral case, the efficiency of the turbulent momentum transfer is larger at the street level, and smaller at
and above the building height. In another word, surface heating increases the contribution of organized structures inside the canyon, while adding more intermittency to
the flow above the building height. For the studied heating conditions, exuberance is
not significantly sensitive to the heating orientation and the most effective turbulent
momentum transfer is yet seen at center of the roof level. Adjacent to the windward
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Figure 5.15: Normalized JPDFs of u0 w0 at different points along the roof level (z/H = 1),
and different stability conditions for Ub = 0.5m s−1 . The numbers labelling the individual
quadrants denotes the time fraction of each events.

wall at the roof level where the point of flow impingement occurs, the intermittency
is also significantly increased due to the surface heating, with the lowest efficiency
(Exu) happening for the assisting conditions. Previously it was mentioned that lower
momentum enters the canyon in assisting conditions and the vortex intensity is smaller,
that can further explain the observation here for lower efficiency of turbulent transfer.
Coherent Structures – Surface heating inside the canyon induces sweeps
with large contribution to the momentum flux density. Accordingly, as opposed to the
neutral condition, the contribution of sweep events is larger to the turbulent momentum
transfer at the street level in all heating orientations. At the roof level, sweep is once
again dominant at the center for all cases, while ejections become more significant
adjacent to the windward wall. Adjacent to the leeward wall, however, sweeps are more
significant when heating is introduced. Heating orientation modifies the contribution
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Figure 5.16: Profiles of quadrant measures for u0 w0 with height, z, and x along the roof
level for Ub = 0.5m s−1 .

of coherent structures further above the street canyon. At the assisting condition
1, ejections have the largest contribution to the turbulent momentum transfer from
z = H to 2H, whereas sweeps are more dominant for the opposing condition at this
height. This cab be further explained with the increased momentum entering the
building canyon for opposing condition, where more high-momentum flow is transferred
downward, thus more sweeps is observed.

2) Turbulent heat transfer
Joint probability density functions and time fractions – As apposed
to the turbulent heat flux (u0 w0 ) that is usually directed towards the surface in the
building roughness sublayer, the direction of turbulent heat and pollutant flux is
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generally upward, such that turbulence moves heat and concentration away from the
surface. This behavior is also demonstrated by the positive value of w0 T 0 and w0 C 0 in
Figures 5.19 and 5.22. Therefore, to keep the same physical meaning assigned to the
quadrant analysis terminology, position of organized and unorganized quadrants are
modified according to Table 5.3.

Figure 5.17: Normalized JPDFs of w0 T 0 at different heights and stability conditions for
Ub = 0.5m s−1 .

Figure 5.17 shows the JPDFs of ŵ and T̂ at different heights and heating
conditions. It is interesting to note that the correlation between w and T , rwT , is
significantly large even at the street level (as apposed to u0 w0 ) and the JPDFs are
extended to the E2 and E4 events at all heights up to 2H. Additionally, the frequency
of inward interactions is the lowest among all quadrants, while sweeps are the most
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frequent events regardless of the heating orientation and height. Heating orientation,
however, modifies the E2/E4 ratio. For instance, the opposing condition 1 (AC1)
has higher frequency of sweeps compared to the opposing condition (OC), except at
the roof level. Additionally, the frequency of intermittent events are lower at NHH
condition.
The variability of JPDFs with heating orientation is more apparent along the
roof level. Close to the leeward wall, the frequency of intermittent events, specifically
inward interaction, is larger compared to the center, while ejections become less
frequent. Adjacent to the windward wall, however, frequency of outward interaction
is increased while sweeps are less frequent.

Figure 5.18: Normalized JPDFs of w0 T 0 at different points along the roof level (z/H = 1),
and different stability conditions for Ub = 0.5m s−1 .

Efficiency of turbulent transfer – Efficiency of turbulent heat transfer is
significantly higher than momentum transfer, as shown by the value of Exu. The
highest efficiency of w0 T 0 transfer is seen at center of the roof level, and for nohorizontal heating conditions and opposing conditions. Assisting condition 1, with
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large horizontal temperature difference on the other hand, exhibits the lowest efficiency
of turbulent heat transfer, especially at the street level. Adjacent to the windward
and leeward walls, Exu decreases significantly, while organized events still have the
highest contribution to the total w0 T 0 .
Coherent structures – Significance of ejections and sweeps to the total
transfer of w0 T 0 varies with height and the heating orientation. For instance, at the
street level, sweeps dominate the turbulent heat transfer, except for the no-horizontal
heating condition where the flow is ejection-dominated. At the roof level, all locations
show strong contribution of sweeps, while S2/S4 is significantly affected by the heating
orientation. For instance, adjacent to the windward wall, assisting conditions exhibit
same contribution of sweeps and ejections.

Figure 5.19: Profiles of quadrant measures of turbulent heat flux w0 T 0 with height, z,
and x along the roof level for Ub = 0.5m s−1 .
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Figure 5.20: Normalized JPDFs of w0 C 0 at different heights and stability conditions for
Ub = 0.5m s−1 .

2) Turbulent pollutant transfer
Joint probability density functions and time fractions – Similar to the
JPDFs of turbulent heat flux, strong correlation is seen between w and C in and above
the street canyon, and the frequency of organized events are significantly higher (up
to 75%) for all heating conditions. On the other hand, inward interaction exhibits the
lowest frequency while ejections are the most frequent events. The windward heating
increases the frequency of organized events. At all heights, E2 + E4 is larger than
E1 + E3 for opposing condition (OC) than assisting condition 2 (AC2).
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Figure 5.21: Normalized JPDFs of w0 C 0 at different points along the roof level (z/H = 1),
and different stability conditions for Ub = 0.5m s−1 .

Efficiency of turbulent transfer – Efficiency of the turbulent pollutant
exchange is significantly higher than heat and momentum transfer. The magnitude of
counterfluxes (unorganized events) are 20% of the organized events inside the canyon
(Exuberance shown in Figure 5.22). Exuberance reaches the minimum of -0.5 at the
leeward edge of the roof level for the case of maximum assisting horizontal heating
(AC1). It it noteworthy that minimum efficiency of the turbulent heat and pollutant
transfer occurs at the leeward corner of the roof level, while Exu for w0 u0 is minimum
at the leeward corner.
Coherent structures – Pollutant transfer is ejection dominated up to 2H
and transitions to sweeps after 3H. At the roof level, however, sweeps are important
adjacent to the windward and leeward walls.
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Figure 5.22: Profiles of quadrant measures of turbulent scalar flux w0 C 0 with height, z,
and x along the roof level for Ub = 0.5m s−1 .

5.4.3

Breathability in Street Canyon
Breathability in the streat canyon is analyzed by comparing the daily variation

of concentration, as well as exchange rate from ventilating faces. Figure 5.23 shows the
concentration varying with Time of Day (ToD) and averaged in the canyon volume, as
well as the horizontal plane at which the pedestrian breath in (z 1.8m). The parabolic
shape of this figure represent the variation of Riv , while the average concentration
is slightly higher when Rih is positive (opposing conditions) due to the increased
momentum entering the canyon.
Figure 5.24 - 5.27 shows the variation of concentration at spanwise and streamwise canyons with vertical and horizontal Richardson number. There is a notable
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Figure 5.23: variation of dimensionless concentration with Time of Day (ToD), in the
volume between the buildings in the spanwise canyon (BC).

correlation between the concentration in the building canyon and the vertical Richardson number Riv regardless of the wind speed (Fig. 5.24),while the concentration
in the streamwise canyon seems to be more affected by the horizontal Richardson
number. Additionally, figure 5.29 also demonstrated that when the value of vertical
Richardson number is low, the horizontal temperature gradient (and the sign of Rih )
then determines in the concentration in the spanwise canyon.
The concept of Air Exchange Rate in street canyon represents the volumetric
air exchange (removal or entry) per unit time integrated over the ventilating faces of
street canyons. Applying kinetic (mass) balance in the 3D street canyon, 3D-ACH is
defined by sum of air exchange rates along the top and sides of the canyon as
RR
< ACHtop > =

w+ dxdy
, < ACHside± > =
Atop

RR

v± dxdz
.
Aside

(5.10)

Here only velocities exiting the canyon are considered, i.e. w+ are positive vertical
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Figure 5.24: variation of dimensionless concentration with vertical Richardson number,
in the volume between the buildings in the spanwise canyon (BC).

Figure 5.25: variation of dimensionless concentration with horizontal Richardson number,
in the volume between the buildings in the spanwise canyon (BC).
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Figure 5.26: variation of dimensionless concentration with vertical Richardson number,
in the streamwise canyon (SC).

Figure 5.27: variation of dimensionless concentration with horizontal Richardson number,
in the volume between the buildings in the streamwise canyon (SC).
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Figure 5.28: variation of dimensionless concentration with vertical Richardson number,
in the volume between the buildings in the spanwise canyon (BC).

Figure 5.29: variation of dimensionless concentration with reciprocal of vertical Richardson number, in the volume between the buildings in the spanwise canyon (BC).
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velocities along the top plane and according to the orientation of the side plane, the
sign of spanwise velocity (v) differs to represent air removal. Atop and Aside are the
areas of top and side of the urban canyon. To analyze the relative effects of mean flow
and fluctuations on air removal from the building canyon, ACH is calculated both
using the velocity and local velocity fluctuations (e.g. v 0 = v − v) and referred to as
ACHw and ACHw0 , respectively.
Figure 5.30 shows the time series of ACHw and ACHw0 calculated for the
simulation case with inlet bulk velocity of 3 m s−1 . The ventilating faces are identified as follows. In the span-wise building canyon, the vertical planes that bound
the volume between the buildings are defined by their coordinate in span-wise (y)
direction, where side +y and side -y are aligned with the north and south walls of
the building, respectively. The horizontal surface at roof level in the span-wise and
street-wise canyons are identified as building canyon and street canyon, ”BC” and
”SC”, respectively.
The ACH do not have a symmetrical behavior around solar noon throughout
a day and are influenced by the sign of Rih . In the assisting conditions when Rih is
negative and the Riv is also large, the ACH does not increase, presumably due to the
effect of warm air advected in the canyon from the heated roof. The air exchanged
from the horizontal surface at top of the building canyon (BC, spanwise canyon) is
the largest followed by south vertical ventilating face (side -y) and then north of the
building canyon, with the horizontal surface at top of the street canyon (SC, streamwise canyon) having the smallest value of ACH (Fig. 5.30). The difference between
ACHw and ACHw0 is significant at the top BC face and the south ventilating face
(side -y), while at SC and north horizontal face (side +y) the velocity fluctuation has
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Figure 5.30: Comparison of instantaneous ACH calculated over all ventilating faces for
U=3m/s.

the main contribution to ACH. Pollutant Exchange Rate has a very similar patterns
tp ACH (not shown) which demonstrates that the correlation between concentration
and velocity does not change during the day. Therefore only by analyzing the flow
field we can have an accurate calculation of pollutant exchange from the canyon level.

5.5

Conclusions
In order to mitigate the concerns regarding the climate in urban environment,

various methods are currently used as to reduce the pollutant emission. In parallel,
there needs to be more analysis on the effect of design on adapting to the current
reduced level of emission in the urban environment. This understanding can further
inform urban designers on the impact of their design on air quality, human health and
comfort. Additionally, in the case of poisionous release in a populated urban area,
the informed estimates of the affected area and the rate at which the particles are
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Figure 5.31: Time-average ACH over 60 mins interval calculated over the horizontal
ventilating faces.

Figure 5.32: Time-average ACH over 60 mins interval calculated over the vertical
ventilating faces.
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removed vertically is crucial.
A three dimensional configuration of a compact urban environment is simulated
with realistic surface heating and ground-level pollutant emission. The significance of
considering realistic surface heating on the accurate analysis of pollutant dispersion
is emphasized. Concentration distribution is shown to be correlated with horizontal
and vertical Richardson numbers. Air Exchange Rate at street ventilating faces are
analyzed and shown to have distinct characteristic according to the orientation and
strength of the heated walls. Following this methodology, the study aims to further
investigate the air quality and breathability in urban canopy.
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Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks
In order to mitigate the concerns regarding the climate in urban environment,
various methods are currently used as to reduce the pollutant emission, thermal stresses,
and energy consumption. In parallel, there needs to be more analysis that deepen our
understanding on urban microclimate, as well as informing us on the effect of design on
adapting to the climate. Accordingly, the presented study constitutes an example of
comprehensive methodology that considers the impact of surface heating on pedestrian
wind flow, thermal environment, air quality, and building energy consumption in
urban environments.
First, the importance of considering complex realistic conditions on 3-dimensional
thermal and momentum fields is demonstrated through numerical modeling of urban
environments. Additionally, a potentially universal characterization method is introduced for the realistic heating distribution that breaks down the total thermal forcing
in urban environment into directional forcing in horizontal and vertical directions.
Lastly, validity of this parametrization is confirmed by a similarity analysis, and
the correlation of wind flow, thermal field, and pollutant concentration with this
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characterization method is evaluated.
This understanding can further inform urban designers on the impact of their
design on air quality, human health and comfort. For instance, the characterization
method introduced in this work is modified by surface material and radiative properties,
as well as wind speed and direction. Therefore, using this method, it would be possible
to make reliable prediction of air quality and thermal comfort without explicitly
resolving the flow around buildings.
Followings are some suggestions as extensions of this research to provide
additional insight into the physics and effects of urban microclimate:
• Creating guideline maps that qualitatively evaluate the impact of building and
street surface materials, radiative properties, and weather conditions on thermal
comfort and air quality.
• Evaluate the complexity of turbulence, or of the urban geometry, that needs
to be included in numerical analysis, depending on the parameter and scale of
interest.

Appendices
APPENDIX A - Turbulence Modeling: Large Eddy Simulation
In LES the larger three dimensional unsteady turbulent motions are directly
represented, whereas the effect of small scales of motion is modeled [1]. By applying a
filtering operation, velocity is decomposed into the sum of a resolved (filtered) and a
ˆ is a filtered quantity. The nonlinear term
residual components i.e, u = û + u0 where ()
ud
i uj appears in the non-dimensional incompressible form of Navier-Stokes equations
and needs to be modeled. It is common to rewrite this term with the subgrid-scale
stress (τij ) and split the additional stresses into an anisotropic part and add the
isotropic part to the pressure. The resulting LES equations are
∂ ûi
=0,
∂xi
∂
∂
1 ∂P ∗ ∂τij
∂
∂ ûi ∂ uˆj
(ûi ) +
(ûi uˆj ) = −
−
+
[ν(
+
)] .
∂t
∂xi
ρ ∂xi
∂xj
∂xj ∂xj
∂xi
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Filtering the energy equation, one obtains
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subgrid enthalpy flux

where hs and λ are the sensible enthalpy and thermal conductivity, respectively. The
subgrid enthalpy flux term in the equation above is approximated using the gradient
hypothesis:

µSGS Cp ∂ T̂
d
ˆ
,
ρ ui hs − ûi hs = −
PrSGS ∂ xˆj


(.4)

where µSGS is a subgrid scale viscosity, and PrSGS is the subgrid scale Prandtl number
equal to 0.85. More details of the Subgrid Scale models implementation in ANSYS
FLUENT and their validations can be found in [2].

Algebraic Wall-Modeled LES Model (WMLES)
The energy containing scales in the turbulent spectrum are small near the wall
and require an excessively high resolution and a small time step for wall-resolving
LES models. The Reynolds number scaling limitations of LES can be overcome using
the Algebraic Wall-Modeled LES (WMLES) approach [3]. In WMLES, RANS is
applied for wall-distances 0 < dw < 0.5hmax , where dw is the distance to the wall
and hmax is the maximum local grid spacing. With the increase in wall distance an
empirical blending function provides rapid switching of the model from RANS to LES
for 0.5hmax < dw < hmax .
The Algebraic WMLES formulation proposed by Shur et.al. [3] combines a mixing
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length model with a modified Smagorinsky model [4] and with the wall damping
function of [5]. The eddy viscosity is calculated with the use of a hybrid length scale:
"
"   ##
3


y+
2
2
vt = min (kdw ) , (Cs ∆) |Ŝ| 1 − exp −
25

(.5)

where |Ŝ| is the magnitude of the strain rate tensor, k = 0.41 is the van Karman
constant, Cs = 0.2 is the Smagorinsky constant, and y + is the normal to the wall
inner scaling. The WMLES model is based on a modified grid scale to account for the
grid anisotropies in wall-modeled flows:

∆ = min(max(Cw dw ; Cw hmax ; hwn ), hmax ) .

(.6)

Here hmax is the maximum edge length of the cell, hwn is the wall-normal grid spacing,
and Cw = 0.15 is a constant.

APPENDIX B - Turbulence Modeling: Detached Eddy Simulation
This section describes the two Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES)
models that are compared with experimental results and LES model in section 4.3.
DES was originally proposed by Spalart et al. [6] to address high Reynolds number flows over complex wall-bounded configurations using affordable computational
resources. In the DES approach, the unsteady RANS models are employed in the
boundary layer, while the subgrid scale formulation of LES is applied in the regions
where the resolution is fine enough for LES. The LES region covers the turbulent
region where large unsteady eddies play a dominant role. In the near-wall region, the
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respective RANS models are recovered.

Spalart-Allmaras based DDES model
The standard Spalart-Allmaras model uses the distance to the closest wall as
the definition for the length scale d, which plays a major role in determining the level
of turbulent production or destruction [7]. The DES model, as proposed by Shur et al.
[8] replaces d everywhere with a new length scale d˜ , defined as

d˜ = min(d, CDES ∆max ) ,

(.7)

where the grid spacing ∆max is the largest grid spacing in the x, y, or z directions.
The empirical constant Cdes has a value of 0.65. Accordingly, where the grid is not
fine enough to sustain resolved turbulence, the LES mode is activated inside the
boundary layer. Delayed detached-eddy simulation (DDES) by Spalart et al [9] is
further introduced to preserve the RANS mode throughout the boundary layer and d˜
is re-defined according to:

d˜ = d − fd min(0, d − Cdes ∆max ) ,

where fd is given by:

fd = 1 − tanh((8rd )3 )
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and
νt + ν
; k = 0.41.
rd = p
Ui,j Ui,j k 2 d
Realizable k −  based DDES model
The Realizable k −  based DES model is similar to Realizable k −  RANS
model by Shih et al [10] with the exception of the dissipation term in the k equation.
In the DES model, the realizable k −  RANS dissipation term is modified such that
3

ρk 2
Yk =
,
ldes
where

ldes = min(lrke , lles )
3

lrke

k2
=


lles = Cdes ∆max ,

where Cdes is a calibration constant used in the DES model and has a value of 0.61.
Similarly to the Spalart-Allmaras model, the delayed concept can be applied as well
to the Realizable DES model to preserve the RANS mode throughout the boundary
layer. The DES length ldes is redefined such that

ldes = lrke − fd max(0, lrke − Cdes ∆max ) .
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APPENDIX C - Standard Wall Function
The standard wall functions provided in ANSYS FLUENT [11] are based on
the work of Launder and Spaldin [12]. The law-of-the-wall for mean velocity modified
for roughness has the form

U∗ =

1
ln(Ey ∗ ) − ∆B,
k

where
1/4 1/2

U∗ =

UP Cµ kP
τw /ρ

y∗ =

ρCµ kP yP
µ

is the dimensionless velocity,
1/4 1/2

is dimensionless distance from the wall,

∆B =

1
lnfr
k

and k is the Von Karman constant (0.4187), E is an empirical constant (9.793), UP is
the mean velocity of the fluid at the near-wall node P, kP is the turbulence kinetic
energy at the near-wall node P, yP is the distance from point P to the wall, µ is the
dynamic viscosity of the fluid and, fr is the roughness function.
The roughness function quantifies the shift of the intercept due to roughness effects
and depends on the type and size of the roughness. In ANSYS FLUENT, the roughness is classified into the three regimes, and the formulas proposed by [13] based
on Nikuradse’s data are adopted to compute ∆B for each regime. For a sand-grain
roughness and similar types of uniform roughness elements, however, ∆B has been
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found to be well-correlated with the nondimensional roughness height, Ks+ = ρKs u∗ /µ,
1/4 1/2

where Ks is the physical roughness height and u∗ = Cµ kP .
The Reynolds analogy between momentum and energy transport gives a similar logarithmic law for mean temperature
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where P is computed as [14]



P r 3/4
P = 9.24 (
) − 1 [1 + 0.28e−0.007P r/P rt ]
P rt
and q̇ is wall heat flux, TP is the temperature at the first near-wall node P, Tw is the
temperature at the wall, P r is the molecular Prandtl number (µcp /kf ), P rt is the
turbulent Prandtl number at the wall (=0.85), A is the Van Driest constant (= 26)
and, Uc is the mean velocity magnitude at y ∗ = yT∗ . The non-dimensional thermal
sublayer thickness, yT∗ , is the wall distance where the linear law and the logarithmic
law intersect, given the molecular Prandtl number of the fluid.
The function for P for rough walls is modified as follows:

Prough = 3.15P r

0.695

1
1 0.359
E 0 0.6
( 0− )
+( ) P
E
E
E
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where E 0 is the wall function constant modified for the rough walls, defined by
E 0 = E/fr .
The procedure of applying the law-of-the-wall for temperature is as follows. Once
the physical properties of the fluid being modeled are specified, its molecular Prandtl
number is computed. Then, given the molecular Prandtl number, the thermal sublayer
thickness, yT∗ , is computed from the intersection of the linear and logarithmic profiles,
and stored. During the iteration, depending on the y ∗ value at the near-wall cell,
either the linear or the logarithmic profile is applied to compute the wall temperature
Tw or heat flux q̇ (depending on the type of the thermal boundary conditions).
During the iteration, depending on the y ∗ value at the near-wall cell, either the linear
or the logarithmic profile is applied to compute the wall temperature Tw or heat flux
q̇ (depending on the type of the thermal boundary conditions).

APPENDIX D - Solar Load Model
ANSYS FLUENT calculates direct normal irradiation based on the approach
presented in the 2001 ASHRAE Handbook [15]

Edn =

A
B

,

e sin(β)
where A is apparent solar irradiation at air mass m=0 and B is the atmospheric
extinction coefficient, and β is the solar altitude. Diffuse solar irradiation on a surface
is expressed as:
Ed = CEdn

(1 + cos)
,
2
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where C is a constant whose values are given in Table 7 from Chapter 30 of the 2001
ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals [15] as a function of aerosol optical depth and
precipitable water in each month (0.134 for the month of June). Y is the ratio of sky
diffuse radiation on a vertical surface to that on a horizontal surface (calculated as a
function of incident angle) and,  is the tilt angle of the surface (in degrees) from the
horizontal plane. The equation for ground reflected solar irradiation on a surface is

Er = Edn (C + sin(β)ρg

(1 − cos)
),
2

where ρg is the ground albedo (0.18 for asphalt and 0.35 for concrete). The total
diffuse irradiation on a given surface will be the sum of Ed and Er . However, the
diffuse irradiation is only applied to the unshaded areas in FLUENT. Thus, in order
to correct for this error, we account for internally scattered and diffusive loading from
the reflected component of direct solar irradiation. As mentioned in section 3.2, the
total reflected solar irradiation is distributed among all surfaces weighted by area.
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